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SJSU 
bicyclist
 
in 
training  for 
47
-day 
cross-country  trek 
By Katarina
 Jonholt 
Daily staff
 writer 
While
 
other students swarm
 to 
the 
beaches.
 Judy Weiss
 will he going in 
the
 op-
posite  
direction.
 
This 
summer, she will leave
 her Santa 
Cruz 
home
 and 
embark  
on
 a 47 -day bicycle 
tour  from 
Seattle  to 
Atlantic  
City.  
Weiss.
 a 
senior 
majoring  in 
occupational
 
therapy,
 
wanted to do "something  big, im-
portant and 
challenging" to commemorate 
her 30th birthday 
and thought a 3.400 -mile 
hike ride w as lust the
 thing. 
Weiss'
 
boyfriend.  Jeff Butler. told her 
about the American
 Lung Association's sec-
ond -annual 
TransAmerica  Bicycle Trek. The
 
two,  along with a 
mutual  friend, decided to 
hit  the road 
together.  
Trek participants pay
 a $150 registration 
fee and 
also  
commit
 to 
raising
 at least 
$5,(MX)
 
in pledges before the
 June 6 starting date. 
If someone doesn't 
come up with the 
money. they will 
not  be 
allowed  to go, 
said 
Dave Shaw. 
trek
 coordinator. 
The money will support the association's 
environmental and quality of life programs. 
ast  year, 300 
people
 
completed
 the 
ride and 
SI.26 million
 was
 raised, Shaw 
said. 
With  four months lett. Weiss and her 
friends aren't spinning their wheels. Bingo 
games and wine -tasting events are two of 
their fund-raising ideas. 
Weiss has also 
written
 letters which she 
sends
 to friends,  family and acquaintances,
 
asking for pledges of between 10 and 
50 
cents per completed mile or $1 per day. So 
far she has 
raised $600. 
Weiss  said she is already "pretty physi-
cally fit.- 
but
 has started an extensive train-
ing program. 
Spa Fitness Center in Capitola gave her a 
complimentary 
four -month membership and 
even supplied her with a private coach,
 
Jo-
seph DaSilva. 
'He's  done a 
lot 
of
 
long-distance  cycling 
and racing and 
is gus 
ing 
me 
a lot of helpful 
advice,- Weiss said 
Her workout includes plenty of weight 
exercises for the upper -body. abdominal and 
leg muscles 
to
 
give
 her 
extra strength
 
for  
climbing hills. For endurance, she takes aer-
obics classes and rides her 15 -year -old hike. 
Residents
 
air 
concerns
 
to 
Housing
 
By Jeff Elder 
Gaily stall writer 
Complaining  residents, 
impatient  advisers and 
due, 
tors and receptive housing 
officials  gathered Weduesdai 
night
 for the first in 
a 
series  
of open discussions
 
to Hu 
prove
 
communication  in the
 
residence
 hall
 community 
Willie 
Brown,  director of housing
 services. and 
Charlene 
Chew,  assistant 
director,
 fielded questions
 
from
 a crowd
 of about 100 residents assembled 
in 
Moulder Hall's 
formal  lounge on issues 
like
 slow re-
sponse to 
repair  requests and 
inconsistent  
enforcement  
01 
the halls' 
alcohol
 policies. 
Brown and 
Chew
 were joined 
by several 
residence  
advisers
 and 
directors
 in telling
 residents 
that
 many 
of
 
their
 concerns 
could  be 
attended
 to if they 
would  partici-
pate more in the
 Inter -Residence
 Hall 
Association.
 
Christine Derenzi. pres 
ident  of the Moulder 
Resi-
dence Hall Association. 
said
 
alter several hyurs of 
discussion 
that com-
plaining about 
individual  
incidents. hut ignoring hull 
government
 meetings. 
does little. 
'1 listen 
at these meet-
ings." 
she said. "If you
 
have a problem. come to 
hall
 
government.  
or
 go to 
Tabatha 
Pousson  
Willie or 
Charlene."  
 
 
About half the crowd
 
applauded Derenzi's call 
for activism. 
Later 
she said apathy
 was a big 
part  of problems
 in 
the 
residence
 halls. 
"We've 
asked for a 
representative
 
from 
one  wing (il 
this  dorm since the 
beginning of the 
semester."  Derenzi 
said. "And 40 
people on one wing 
can't pros ide a rep 
resentative..-
Despite  agreement
 that more 
resident  
involvement
 
would solve many 
problems. Brown and 
Chew
 still wel 
corned  comments
 from the crowd
 on their 
personal  
grievances.
 
Residents 
responded
 with complaints about mainte-
nance and the 
alcohol  policy. 
"It took them a 
year and a half to fix a broken win-
dow in my rootn,
 said Tabatha Pousson, a junior ma-
joring in interior 
design. 
Brown called the 
delay  "unconscionable." 
"You can call 
me.-  he said. "That kind of thing 
shouldn't
 
he 
happening." 
'I am very happy
 with the communication shown
 to-
night." Pousson 
said  after the meeting. 
Even 
Derenzi had a story about maintenance 
prob 
lems. 
'A  friend of mine personally talked to a maintenance 
guy about getting
 his 
closet
 door fixed. He gave 
the guy 
his room
 number and asked if he should 
specify  whichi 
closet. 
'Don't worry about it.' the guy 
said. 'We'll by 
able to tell.* 
They  came within a week and 
fixed  his 
roommate's 
closet." she said. 
Brown said the age of some halls makes finding re-
placement parts 
difficult,  and the size of the 
housing 
community  makes 
some delays 
inevitable.
 Brown again 
urged people to 
communicate their
 needs through 
hall  
government and 
by coming 
directly  to Chew 
and  him-
self. 
'It took them 
a 
year and a half 
to fix a broken 
window in my 
room.' 
See  
HOUSING  
/kW 
6 
which
 she hopes
 to replace
 with a 
newer  
model
 before 
the trek. 
DaSilva  
recommends  
that she 
ride
 her 
hike 
75
 miles 
per 
week.  progressively in-
creasing  the 
distance  to 125 
miles per 
week
 
by 
May.
 she said. 
"With 
school
 
I don't
 know
 if 
I'll has e 
time," Weiss 
said.
 
"I
 ride about
 20 miles
 
per week 
normally." 
She also 
gets 
instructions  
in 
nutrition.  
"les 
important
 
to get a lot of 
potassium.'' 
she said.  
"(DaSilva) suggested 
pushing 
ba-
nanas  
whether I like 
it or not." 
Weiss
 will pedal
 an 
average  of HO miles
 
per day, 
the longest 
day -trip 
being  a 114 -
mile stretch 
through 
the  prairies 
of Ne-
braska.
 
The 
"trekkers"
 will 
spend the 
nights  
camping or staying
 in dormitories and
 hotels 
in towns
 and cities 
along  the way.
 
The lung association
 will provide
 break-
fast, 
supper and 
medical  support.
 The riders' 
hags 
and spare parts
 
for
 their bicycles
 will he 
hauled by trucks 
between
 the stops. 
Eight of the 47 days will be lay -over days. 
See WE/SS /wee 
'It's important to get a 
lot of potassium.
 
(DaSilva) suggested 
pushing
 bananas.' 
Judy Weiss, 
bicyclist 
Snake
 in the 
Grass 
Farusha,  a 14 -year -old, 9 -and -a -half foot South  
American Boa Constrictor
 poses for a picture 
Ron Green  
Daily  stall photographer 
%% hile 
Valerie  I.ayne pets it in front of the 
iain  by S.ISC's
 Tower
 Hall. 
Suggestions help library 
satisfy students' complaints
 
By Lisa Walker
 
Daily 
staff writer 
Since a 
suggestion
 hoard was 
put up in 
Clark  Library 
a year 
ago, library 
director Ruth Haller 
has heard about noise, 
comput-
ers,  lights and 
everything
 it seems 
 except one obvious thing. 
"What's 
disappointing  is that 
we have not had anyone talk to 
(us) about books," Haller said. 
Yet despite that "disappoint-
ment'',
 Haller said
 she's pleased 
with the input which
 the hoard 
has generated. 
"We've  really had a 
constant  
response," she said. "(We've) 
had more of a direct feedback: -
The hoard,  located on the 
south  
wall  of the library's lobby, was 
built by Alpha
 Phi Omega,
 a 
service 
fraternity,
 in 
February,
 
1987.  The 
fraternity 
built  the 
hoard
 as one 
of its 
community' 
Se' LIBRARY page 6 
Sponsor
 reneges on funding 
for 
homecoming  royalty's 
trip 
Dani Parkin 
Daily staff writer 
SJSU-s  Homecoming 
king and 
queen are still flying to 
Hawaii
 de-
spite a sea of confusion and a hint of 
controversy. 
When  Donna Kaylor. A.S. mem-
ber representing communications 
and Mike  McCarthy, were crowned 
in October. it was with the under-
standing of the royalty that they had 
won a "trip for two" 
to 
Hawaii.
 
It 
was generally assumed by the
 A.S. 
Homecoming Committee that the 
trip would he sponsored by Gill 
Cable.
 
Kaylor said she 
was  told
 
by Kevin 
Redding. homecoming committee 
chairman, that the award was for her 
and a friend. She understood McCar-
thy's award was the same. 
At no time did
 Kaylor
 
believe
 
it 
was just a trip for
 her and McCarthy. 
"Even though we 
are  goixd friends. I 
want to 
take 
the 
person  of my 
choice.''she said. 
See 
HAWAII page() 
For 
the 
Record
 
In "Spike lee'  Web. 
18), Toni Scandlon. a 
Palo Alto Times Tribune 
reporter. said.
 "1 found 
the light -skinned ac-
tresses, the light -skinned 
black actresses to he slim-
mer and sexier
 overall. --
It you notice something 
which you know is incor-
rect. please write to the 
Spartan Daily. San Jose 
State t 
'niversity  .
 
tIii
 
Washington Square. 
sari 
Jose. 
CA
 95102. 
Farley  
fits mold 
of 
mass  
murderer
 
iv ogler 
Daily staff writer 
Some ot Ins neighbors
 described Richard 
Farley'. an SJM- 
student who 
will
 likely he 
charged 
with killing seven people in 
a Tues-
day  shooting spree. as "very friendly** and 
"clean cut." 
Even
 Ronald Edinger. president 
of
 
Cova-
lent Sy -stems in Sunny v ale 
where  Farley has 
worked 
since  (ktoher. thought the gunman 
V, 
as 
cheerful
 and 
friendly  . 
All 
of them said the 
incident  surprised 
them. 
But Mike Rustigan.
 a criminology 
profes-
sor
 at SJSt 
was not surprised after hearing 
the details %l h la triggered the mass murder. 
'It's  the kind of wounded vanity we see 
in
 
the movie  
'Fatal Attraction.' " he 
said, ref-
erring to 
the kind
 of obsession 
which
 leads 
to
 
killing.
 "There is an attitude in society
 that 
'no 
one
 is going to push 
me
 
around.
 I'm 
fed 
up.'  " 
In study ing mass murderers.
 Rusogan has 
noticed 
common
 
traits 
among  them. They 
tend to 
he 
isolated
 
lonep 
. he said,  
with
 mid-
dle-class 
backgrounds.
 
"They 
seem
 to 
bottle
 up anger
 
over
 
bong 
periods of 
time."  explained 
the 
professor
 
"They brood, 
they sulk. 
They
 possess a 
smoldering  
rage... 
Authorities have 
said
 
that employees
 of 
ESL 
Inc.. the 
Sunny v 
ale  firm which
 tired 
Farley  
two years ago. %%ere
 
%se)l-avi,are  
of 
the  
romannt:
 
ith%e111fil
 ss 
hICil led 
hi 
the 
stu-
dent's own 
personal 
rage. 
For 
four
 years. 
Earley 
pursued  and 
har-
i.i.sed
 
Laura Black.  211. 
an 
ESL 
employee
 
is 
Ito was 
among  the four 
wounded
 
Tuesday.  
according to 
newspaper  
reports.  
But 
despite  the publicity
 
surrounding
 Ear-
ley x. 
obsession w 
ith 
Black. Rustigan
 
doesn't
 
believe
 it caused the 
shooting
 
spree Insults. 
rejections
 
and firings,  he 
said,  
can 
set
 off a 
natural
 
int:lin:Mini toward v 
iolence
 
among  
murderous
 
people 
See 
FARLEY  
page  h 
Building  
repairs 
put
 on 
hold  
Campus
 structures 
await  
maintenance
 
By 
Suzanne  De 
Long 
Daily staff writer 
Old buildings. tight 
budgets  and changing 
building  
codes have frustrated
 administrators
 
enough to 
defer needed repairs 
and  mainte-
nance of Skill 
buildings  until 
undetermined
 
future
 dates. 
In a report 
presented  hi the 
Academic Sen-
ate. Mo Qay (num. 
associate
 executive vice 
president of facilities 
id operations,  stated 
that in 
1986-87.
 the budget
 allocated 
5356.-
200 
to 
take care of these 
pm/11cm..
 The total 
backlog of repairs required 
$4.6 
million.  
This  year the 
special
 repairs
 
budget  is 
about
 
$915).tx5f,
 
the 
highest
 amount 
received
 
by
 any 
nisi
 'initial 
in the 
CM'
 
system. 
hut 
the  
piohlem is still 
far  from 
solved  In 
his 
report  
he 
lists 
a 
number  ol reasons why
 
the 
repair 
situ.iI  1011 has 
gotten  out 
of 
hand  
First,  appniximately
 one 
quarter  of the 
fa-
cilities
 currently  
in use 
were
 
built 
before  
World
 
War  
II.  Hall are more 
than 25 
years
 
old 
and  25 
percent  are 
more than 
35 years 
See BUILDING
 page 6 
 
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Hunger  is 
hunger  
even 
next  
door
 
Wouldn't
 it be nice to suppose that as an 
emit). the university's heart is in the 
right 
place? That if 
we 
find 
ourselves  
ss 
ith more
 than we need, we would be willing 
to 
share with the less 
fortunate. 
As an institution which professes to 
deal
 
in 
enlightenment
 as its stated goal. the
 natural as-
sumption  would  be 
that as a matter of 
course, the institu-
tion would behave in an enlightened manner. 
specifically  by insuring  that what we 
do 
not  
need, and cannot use, would be put to some 
use, 
not 
discarded.
 
But 
sadl) . such is not the case. As you read 
these %%ords. a 
unix crsit
 employee
 may very 
%%ell be dumping some excess, but otherwise 
edible, palatable and nutritious
 
surplus
 
food  
into the 
garbage.  That 
holiday leftovers at the 
Student Union are taken to a 
soup kitchen on 
occasion
 is 
simply not enough. 
Not donating surplus food to a charitable 
acti%  it  might be 
marginably 
understandable if 
there %%ere  logistic difficulties,
 
such 
as 
proxim-
it)   
Shipping
 all of our uneaten lima 
beans 
to 
the star% ing children in (fill in the country) is 
not s% hat 
se
 advocate. 
But when there are no less than three shel-
ters for 
the  
poor. which provide nutrition 
to 
so 
man) of our underprivileged neighbors,  that 
have expressed an interest in taking the excess 
food off 
the hands
 of 
our  
dining
 
activity
 
peo-
ple.
 
%%ell,  common sense would lead to the con-
clusion
 
that to continue to 
waste
 one single 
ounce
 ()I' food is criminal in the extreme.
 
Anyone who has ever taken a meal in the 
Student
 
Union  may 
have witnessed the
 follow-
ing 
scene.
 It happens 
often  enough. A 
student.
 
grabbing a hurried bite 
between  classes leaves a 
mouthful or two on the
 plate and rushes away. 
The table is unoccupied. the 
leftovers  unat-
tended. From the crowd comes a furtive hand,
 
which  snatches the plate. There is 
something  
heartbreaking  about hunger so pervasive 
that
 an 
individual 
is
 tempted to consume that last bite 
of a hamburger bun,  wilted lettuce and 
all.
 In 
the midst of a 
population  of academians. of 
whom 
it is 
almost
 
second
 
nature
 to 
leave unea-
ten 
those  portions 
of a 
meal
 considered  unpala-
table because the fries are too
 crispy, greasy or 
cold,
 or the
 burger
 wasn't 
done enough. 
Is 
there  one among us so 
cold-hearted  
as 
to 
he 
unmoved
 
by such 
scenes?
 
We hope 
you  are eating as you read 
this.  
Bon 
appetite.  
Editorials 
Stop the games; 
confirm
 
Lungren 
The
 game 
continues in Sacramento as Sen-
ate Democrats threaten 
to reject Gov. 
George Deukmejian 
's
 appointment  
of 
Rep. Dan Lungren to be 
the next state trea-
surer. This 
partisan  game is 
needless,
 petty and 
should
 he put to 
an end. 
When
 the governor
 initially  nominated the 
41 -year
-old
 congressman
 from 
Duekmejian's
 
hometown.
 
Long  Beach. it appeared  to be 
smooth sailing toward 
confirmation.
 More re-
cently. though. a bitter, outrageously partisan 
battle has 
brewed  between the Democrats who 
control the Senate 
and  the administration. 
which
 wants to reassert its power in the 
Legis-
lature. 
Meanwhile,  there is no 
official  treasurer to 
handle the state's 
investment portfolio of $16 
billion  and
 dal I) transactions 
totaling
 $550 
mil-
lion. Why have the 
Democrats
 placed such a 
roadblock in the 
way for Lungren? 
Ideology.
 
They say Lungren's too 
conservative.
 They 
don't like his
 record in Congress
 when he op-
posed 
paying  reparations to Japanese -Ameri-
cans for their internment
 during World War II. 
The question
 that immediately 
comes  to mind 
is what does that political issue 
and general ide-
ology 
have to do with Lungren's fitness
 to 
watchdog the state's 
investments? Regardless 
of who is treasurer, the state 
legislature still 
maintains
 
its 
voice  in how the state 
budget
 is 
spent or invested. 
Although the 
governor  erred 
in
 not replac-
ing 
the late Jesse Unruh with a 
Democratic  suc-
cessor, keeping
 with the wishes 
of
 the public, 
which  last elected Unruh 
by a overwelming 
margin. he still has 
the right by law to choose
 a 
new 
treasurer,  and his political
 foes should not 
use the 
Senate's
 
opportunity
 to advise and con -
cent to play 
political  games.
 
Letters to the
 Editor 
Fresno critic unfair 
Editor,
 
This is in response
 to Dave Lan -
son's unfounded
 aricle on Feb. 9 in 
the Spartan Daily. Dave Lanson. 
you've got a lot to 
learn. I'm going 
IC) 
worry about you. 
The old joke is that if you want to 
give 
San  Jose an enema. then Lan-
sons mouth would
 he the perfect 
place to put the tube. First of all, 
anyone 
who compares
 a 
Motel 6 
with  
the  
Fairmont
 Hotel does 
not 
know
 the rules of similarity. Appar-
ently. Lanson  could only compare 
the Fairmont 
twhich
 I'm sure he has 
neser spent a night in. tel alone have 
a nice lunch) to a Motel 6, to which 
he has obviously- been accustomed. 
It he really YY :Hued to make the hest 
of his stay in Fresno 
so 
that
 he could 
write an article on the town and 
have  
a good 
basis on his impression,
 he 
would have called several of the ex-
cellent hotels,  that
 is hore/ as op-
posed to 
the less prestigious 
mote/.
 
Secondly, 
for 
someone  in 
search  
of the famous Fresno nightlife. to 
even consider playing video games 
at the local 7 -Eleven should give the 
reader 
the idea that
 this guy.  was 
not 
looking for the nightlife most adults 
look for. If Lanson was so hard up 
for entertainment, he should've tried 
harder 
to go beyond
 the 
surround-
ings that made hime feel at home 
(i.e.. fast-food franchises). That 
must he the 
reason  
behind  
Lanson's
 
assumption
 
that 
fast-food  franchises 
are all 
Fresno  has to otter.
 The rare 
unemployed teen-agers he was 
looking for were most likely on their 
vast lawns,  having a fully catered 
private party. or they were probably 
cruising around in a limo spending 
the money  that their rich parents 
have 
acquired. Of course. Lanson 
couldn't have 
seen
 the teen-agers: 
they were having a far greater time 
than he. 
Oh.
 and 
how  can  I forget? 
Fresno
 
does have a magnificent Christmas 
Tree Lane 
privately funded hy the 
homeowners
 who live in 
the presti-
gious Van Ness area. The  homes
 are 
huge: the lawns are vast. When they 
say. "I'm going for a 
stroll'.  they 
don't mean that they have to go to a 
park. They stroll on their own 
lawn. 
Rut I guess that
 is 
something
 
Lanson
 
didn't notice
 for a lack of gtxxl 
judgment. 
Their  trees surrounding 
the homes are at 
least  75 feet tall. 
with trees cascading 
down  their 
height. Most of the homeowners 
spend
 a lot of 
money  
for the orna-
ments.
 and most of them also 
hire 
people to 
decorate  their homes. I 
don't remember
 San Jose's presti-
gious doing 
something
 like that for 
their community. Do 
they. Dave? 
One more thing. Lanson, you are 
a sore loser. You 
should know that 
Fresno and San Jose 
both  have
 ex-
cellent athletic teams. 
Just  because 
our 
biggest competition doesn't root 
for us, 
that doesn't mean you can cut 
their city down.
 
I do 
have some  
suggestions
 
for 
Lanson
 and 
anyone else 
who
 
mis-
takenly believes that Fresno has 
nothing
 to offer. For hotels. try the 
Marriott Courtyard: San Joaquin 
Suite, famous for its an deco design, 
and Holiday Inn Centre Plaza, which 
serves
 an absolutely 
magnificent  
Sunday champaign brunch. For a 
little bit of nightlife, try 
Lido's
 for 
good 
Italian
 food with a contempo-
rary flair: 
Harlan's  for delicious 
French cuisine; The Daily
 Planet for 
contemporary  
setting  with great
 light 
entrees: Livingston:
 the Ripe 
To-
mato and Aldoberry 
House,
 a re-
cently acclaimed 
four -star restaurant 
by the New
 York Food 
Cuisine.  And 
for those 
"Friday's"  type 
of people, 
try Willikers.
 a lot like 
Fridays.  with 
good 
hostess 
service
 and less hyped 
waiters and waitresses, 
Perhaps, 
next
 time. you 
Dave 
Lanson,
 can 
become  
a better 
critic. 
That 
way. I 
won't  have 
to worry 
about you 
supporting  
yourself
 as an 
objective 
writer.  
It.('.
 Jolly
 
Business 
A perfect 
solution
 
Editor. 
Douglas
 Alger's commentary on 
second-hand smoke prompted me to 
respond with a possible solution to 
the problem. 
Remember in movies when a pris-
oner 
faces  
a tiring squad,  
he is al-
ways
 given a cigarette to smoke as 
he 
faces his death. Well, how about 
reversing the situation? 
If someone lights up a cancer 
stick. simply place the offender in 
front of a firing 
squad. This will 
prove that the surgeon
 general is cor-
rect in his proclamation
 
that "ciga-
rette smoking might be hazardous to 
your health." 
Of course,  there are 
those whiners 
who will 
complain that 
this 
is 
"cruel 
and unusual 
punishment.  I will 
agree with that. 
But when someone 
blows smoke in my face. I 
consider  
that
 just as cruel and unusual 
Martin 
Cheek 
Junior
 
Journalsim 
Letter unfair to ROTC 
El11101-,
 
\kould like to reply to the com-
ments of J. Weiss. I am one of those 
"screaming. aggressive,  
violent" 
students that train under McQuarrie 
Hall from 7 
to 7:30 a.m. I would
 
personally like 
to
 say that being in 
the Army 
ROTC
 is a great 
opportu-
nity for 
me to learn leadership 
through
 the training of mind 
and 
body.  At the time of 
day. that J. 
Weiss passes near McQuarrie Hall, 
we 
are  doing our physical training. 
You
 have to he in great physical con-
dition 
to
 be in the Army. It takes a 
lot of motivation to exercise at 7 
a.m.
 I wonder if J. Weiss ever
 exer-
cises
 
at
 this time of the 
day?
 
Speaking for the other 
cadets.  our 
"sounding off" 
(yelling).
 is the way 
that we encourage
 ourselves and our 
peers. There is 
nothing  like strug-
gling and hearing
 your friends en-
courage you
 to "drive on. 
It is a known
 fact that America has 
never really 
enjoyed  having a big 
peace time 
Army,  but what 
happens  
when 
we get involved in these 
small-
time conflicts like 
with Libya or 
Grenada?  American
 flags start 
wav-
ing in the 
wind and battle cries 
blast 
out from coast 
to
 coast. Who is actu-
ally going to 
do the fighting? Ameri-
cans that have
 enlisted, led by others
 
that 
have gone to West 
Point or 
ROTC programs at campuses 
across  
the 
nation.  
I think there is a great 
double  stan-
dard 
going  on around our nation. It 
seems 
that
 you either love the mili-
tary or you hate it. Well,  that's fine 
and dandy. 
I 
remember  something 
I was 
taught in 
kindergarten.
 When you 
don't  have something  
nice 
to say. 
just don't 
say anything. 
My fellow 
cadets and I 
exchange  stories 
of what 
names  we are 
called 
during
 the 
week. 
We
 are very 
visible and
 again 
that
 is pan 
of the job 
we face 
day  in 
and day out.
 We are not
 allowed to 
go 
around
 
criticizing
 
people
 for the
 
funny  clothes 
they wear. 
I believe 
that 
there  is more 
to a person
 than 
the 
apparel  they wear
 to school. I am 
a pretty 
easy-going 
guy.  and the 
key  
to 
being in the 
military is 
to manage 
that
 other side 
that we spend
 training 
every day and pray to 
God  
at night 
that we 
never have to 
use that train-
ing. 
The best 
description I ever 
heard 
of the military 
is one that I 
heard  at 
the Spartan Pub. The military is like 
a football team that trains for a game 
that it 
hop:s will
 never come,
 but is, 
and should always be ready for. 
In 
conclusion I would 
like  to re-
mind J. Weiss that Americans like 
you and I have died to insure that 
you 
can  criticize in the Spartan 
Art Testani 
Ranger Challenge Team member 
Junior
 
!Inman Preformance 
ROTC
 not offensive
 
Editor, 
We feel 
that  we must respond to J. 
Weiss' biased opinion of ROTC at 
San 
Jose
 Stale from her letter to the 
editor in Wednesday's paper. She 
says our presence interrupts her 
peaceful morning walk,  and 
she  is 
offended by "the 
presence  of crew-
cut soldiers -in -training sporting 
army  fatigues." 
Why should 
she 
he 
offended?
 
Taking offense 
to 
someone
 
based  on 
their haircut and 
uniform is the same
 
type of attitude 
that 
supports racism. 
Her views
 are 
not based on actual 
exposure  to the 
military. 
hut
 rather 
on her personal prejudices. Further-
more, J. Weiss' 
says
 she is offended 
by the use or 
derrogatory
 words. She 
is sadly incorrect in 
stating that der-
rogaiory 
words are used. The yelling 
is good
-spirited  and it is used 
to
 mo-
tivate the 
cadets  to 
finish  the 
hal-
lenging 
physical activities,  not
 to de-
grade 
them.  
She also says 
she fears the "mili-
tary mentality" 
that  promotes 
"ag-
gression violence,
 and warped image 
of 
masculinity."
 The military pro-
gram 
promotes leadership. team-
work, discipline and pride. If she is 
unsure about the ROTC
 training pro-
gram's 
objectives.
 
then she should 
try and talk 
to 
some
 of the 
cadets  
who 
take pan in the training. J. 
Weiss has every 
right  to attend SJSU 
to train for her 
career,  and we are 
simply
 doing
 the same,  even though 
our training
 goes beyond the 
class-
room. 
Dan Potas
 
Steve
 Barlow 
Aviation 
Freshmen 
Respect 
books 
Etlitor. 
What  a shame 
that SJSU has
 stu-
dents
 who disrespect 
written knowl-
edge.
 One of the 
greatest  disservices
 
to 
mankind is the 
tearing  out of 
pages
 from a book. This 
not only 
shows the 
disrespect  for an 
author's 
efforts and 
contributions  of 
putting  
knowledge 
together
 for all of 
man-
kind to 
read. For 
us
 
to read is to 
share 
in that gaining
 of knowledge
 
that 
enlightens our minds 
and brings 
us out of 
ignorance.  
Our university 
library
 is supposed 
to 
he a place to gain 
knowledge  not 
to prevent 
knowledge  from 
being 
learned. What a 
great disservice to 
the 
written word. 
Don't 
these  people 
have
 a 
conscience?
 
Carman Montano 
junior
 
liberal
 Studies 
Sorry
 about
 that 
Editor.
 
As I know the
 staff of the 
Spartan 
Daily  
would
 never 
intentionally
 
slight  any 
part of 
the SJSU 
Greek 
system.
 I must 
assume 
there 
is
 some 
confusion  
about  
the
 name 
of the 
new  
sorority
 on 
campus.  
A011  
stands
 for 
Alpha  
Omicron  
Pi. 
not  
Alpha
 
Omega
 Pi, as 
it has 
been  
referred
 to 
in 
your
 
prestigious
 paper. I hope
 this 
is clear 
for any 
future 
references.
 
Sandi  
Manor  
Junior
 
Advertising
 
Shifting 
Gears 
CarNelson
dadeiro
 
The 
long 
wait  is 
ending
 
Tomonrow
 is the
 day 
major league
 baseball 
fans 
all across
 America
 have 
been  
waiting
 
for  the
 start of 
spring  
training.
 
It's been
 a  long 
four
 months 
of waiting
 for those 
diehards of 
America's
 pastime. 
Ti
 
us 
lovers of the 
grand 
old  game, 
the  final 
World  Series 
game be-
tween 
the 
Minnesota
 Twins
 and the 
St.  Louis 
Car-
dinals  seems 
like it 
happened
 years 
ago.  
But now
 spring 
training  
games
 are just 
around
 
the corner
 and in 
six  short 
weeks  the 
1988 
season
 
will 
begin.  
Fans will 
finally have
 their 
questions  
answered
 
about player
 moves 
made
 by their 
favorite  hall 
club. Joe
 Fan will know
 if that certain 
player acqui-
sition made over
 the winter takes
 his team to the
 
top. 
The big 
question
 in Bay 
area
 baseball,  
though.  
will  be asked 
by the owners,
 not the fans.
 
The 
question:
 "Will the
 fans come 
out  to see 
my team?"
 
Every 
year,  either 
the
 San Francisco
 Giants 
or
 
the
 Oakland A's 
threaten  to move 
because  of poor 
attendance figures. 
Last year. the
 Giants won the 
National League 
West. But in 
the attendance race, 
they finished 
ninth among 12 N.L. teams.
 And that was with a 
record 1.917.863
 patrons coming to 
Candlestick  
Park to see the 
Humm-Baby  kids. 
Oakland.  
which  
was
 in the 
midst  of 
the  
Ameri-
can 
League
 West
 race up 
until the 
final 
week,  drew 
just  
1,678,921.  That ranked 
11th
 
among
 
14 
A.Lclubs
 
All 26 major league 
teams drew a combined 
total of 52 million 
fans last year. That means both 
Bay area teams did
 not reach the league 
average of 
two million fans. 
People have said that if the teams 
were  contend-
ers, the fans would come out in 
droves.
 Well, the 
Giants and A's were winning 
games last season and 
they still didn't attract 
big  crowds consistently. 
On Sept. 21 of last 
year.  the Giants faced their 
Southern California rivals, the Los 
Angeles
 Dodg-
ers, as they headed toward 
clinching  the div ision 
title. Only 22,522 
people
 bothered to show up. 
With the A's 
only three games out of first place 
on 
Sept. 9. only 10,143 turned 
out. 
And on Sept. 
11 . against 
third  place Kansas City, only 22.296 
went through the 
gate.  
Attendance
 numbers like this for key games 
like these seem 
pathetic for reasons hard to 
figure. Attending an A's
 game. especially in 
the afternoon,
 is about the best way to 
spend a day. 
And the Giants 
are one of the most exciting
 teams 
to watch in the majors. 
Put either of them in New York 
or Boston and 
they'd be 
drawing  30,000 a game by 
accident. 
What's  going 
on
 here? 
It has been said 
that the various 
choices
 
of
 
rec-
reation are 
more diversified in California than in 
other
 pans of the country because
 we have the best 
weather. But that's still not a good reason. 
Does the Bay area have good baseball fans? 
Well 
if it does,  there 
just  may not be enough of 
them, 
There are five million 
people in nine surround-
ing counties. So is it too much 
to ask if either team 
could draw two million? Just once?
 The old argu-
ment is that if one team left, that sort of attendance 
figure 
would  not he out of reach. 
But the previous Giants' attendance record of 
1,795,356
 was set in 1960 when
 there was only one 
big -league franchise. 
So much for that argument. 
With the Giants 
coming
 off a fantastic year and 
the A's making some key player
 acquisitions after 
finishing .5(X) last year, local fans should 
be opti-
mistic about a championship year for both clubs. 
Having a winning season usually means 
more 
people  attending games the following year. But 
that's
 not always the case. 
The A's 
won three successive World Series 
and 
only drew a 
million
 fans in the second season. 
In 
fact, their 
attendance  in the third season was lower 
than the first. 
Bay  area residents who enjoy baseball 
don't  re-
alize how lucky they really are. 
The  Bay area is one 
of the few areas 
in
 the country that you can see 
the 
stars from both leagues.
 One weekend you can see 
Roger Clemens, the next 
weekend you can check 
out 
Dwight  Gooden. 
People
 in Seattle or 
Atlanta
 
don't  have this luxury, unless 
they drive for hours. 
Giants  fans should not hope for the A's 
to 
move. 
Likewise,
 A's fans should
 wish that the 
Gi-
ants 
stay.  If they are true 
baseball  fans, they would
 
visit
 each hall park 
just  to see the top 
stars in each 
league,
 even if they don't 
like the cross -hay rival.
 
Nelson
 Cardadeiro is the 
sports editor, 
though he 
is an A's fan, he 
plans  on attending 
at 
least one 
Giants'  game. "Shifting 
Gears  ap-
pears every other Friday.
 
Forum Policy 
The Spartan Daily would like to hear 
from 
you  our 
readers.
 
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and 
suggestions are encouraged. By listening 
to our readers we can better serve the cam-
pus 
community.  Personal
 attacks and let-
ters 
in 
poor taste will not be 
published.  
All letters may be edited for length or 
libel, and the Daily reserves the right to 
limit the number of letters on a given 
topic  
after
 a sufficient 
amount of comment has 
appeared. 
Letters 
must
 hear the writer's
 
name,
 
major,  
phone  number and 
class  level. 
Deliver 
letters 
to the Daily
 
office
 on 
the 
second
 
floor of 
Dwight
 Bentel 
Hall or 
to the Student Union 
information 
desk.  
Spartan
 
Daily/Friday,
 
Fcbruar  
PSFIN
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Manhunt
 
continues
 
for
 
hostage
 
TYRE.
 
Lebanon
 
(AP)
 - Moslem 
militiamen
 
searched
 rain -drenched
 
citrus
 
groves 
and 
valley  
caves Thurs-
day 
for
 
Lt. Col. 
William
 R. Higgins, 
and 
their  
leaders
 
threatened  
to go 
after 
his  
kidnappers
 
unless  
the  
U.S.
 
Marine  
is freed
 soon.
 
We
 
want  
Higgins
 back
 and 
we
 
have
 
no 
red 
line as far as 
his  case
 is 
concerned,"
 
said 
Daoud  Daoud of 
the 
moderate  
Shiite 
militia 
Amid,  the
 
dominant
 force 
around
 this 
ancient
 
port. 
U.N. 
peacekeeping
 troops 
and 
about
 1,500 
Amal 
militiamen
 vir-
tually
 sealed 
off a 300
-square
-mile  
area.
 
An 
anonymous
 
telephone
 caller
 
said a 
previously
 unknown
 group 
carried
 out the 
abduction 
Wednesday
 
just south
 of 
Tyre.  He 
claimed  
Hig-
gins. 
who  commands
 U.N. 
truce  ob-
servers
 in south 
Lebanon,  is 
a CIA 
agent.
 
The  abduction 
brings  the 
number
 
of foreign 
hostages in 
Lebanon to 
25.
 including nine 
Americans.  Most 
are 
believed  held by 
pro -Iranian 
Shiite 
extremists,  whose 
main Her-
bollah 
militia  has been 
challenging  
Amal's 
dominance  in south Leb-
anon. 
An Arabic
-speaking man said in 
the telephone call 
to a Western news 
agency in 
Beirut  that he represented 
the 
Islamic  Revolutionary 
Brigades,  
and 
declared:  
"William Higgins has joined 
the 
hostages. 
He will only come out  
after  he is tried on grounds 
that he is 
one 
of
 the directors of the CIA in 
south Lebanon. Higgins is now out 
of 
Beirut after he was brought out 
from the
 south." 
Before 
hanging  up, he said a 
statement and photograph of Higgins
 
would  be released soon. There 
was 
no 
way to authenticate the claim. 
Higgins, a 43 -year -old native of 
Danville, Ky., heads the 76 -member
 
observer
 group attached to the U.N. 
Interim Force in Lebanon, the peace-
keeping force in south Lebanon 
known as 
UNIFIL.  Officers under 
his command represent 16 nations. 
Daoud is military commander of 
Amal, the Shiite militia led by Jus-
tice Minister Nabih Berri. He said in 
south Lebanon: "We're capable of 
confronting the people who've car-
ried
 out the abduction if need be, but 
I hope a quick, happy 
ending will be 
accomplished."  
He and senior aides told reporters 
they believed Higgins and the cap-
tors still were in an area
 southeast of 
Tyre,  which is 50 miles south of Bei-
rut. 
Timur Goksel, spokesman for 
UNIFIL. agreed. "We do not have 
any reason to believe that he is out of 
the south," 
Goksel  said at headquar-
ters in Naqoura. just north of the Is-
raeli  border. 
An Amal spokesman. who would 
not let his name be used. said: "De-
spite heavy rain, the search has been 
completed in areas north and 
east
 of 
Tyre. We are focusing now on Wadi 
Jib o southeast of Tyre . ' 
Wadi Jilt), six miles southeast of 
Tyre, is a stronghold of the Iranian -
hacked Hezbollah. or Party of 
God. 
Hezbollah is believed to be an um-
brella for 
factions
 holding most of 
the captive foreigners.
 The hostage 
held longest
 is Terry A. Anderson. 
40. chief
 Middle East correspondent 
of The Associated Press, abducted 
March 
16, 1985. 
Higgins' father died Wednesday 
in Louisville. Ky., of congestive 
heart failure. The family learned of 
the abduction while trying notify the 
Marine officer that William F. Hig-
gins was near death. 
Daoud and his 
aides  met at a Leb-
anese army barracks
 in Tyre with 
UNIFIL officers
 led by Lt. Col. Tor 
Planting 
of Finland to 
coordinate
 the 
search
 effort. The 
peacekeeping
 
force includes 
soldiers
 from nine na-
tions 
SpartaGuide 
SpariaGlude  %A a daily calendar 
tar
 S.ISU student, faculty 
and stall 
organkations.
 Items
 may be 
sub-
mitted  
on forms 
in the 
Daily  office, 
Dwight Refuel 
Hall 
Room
 208, but 
will
 ma 
he
 
accepted
 titer
 the  
phone
 
TODAY  
A.S. Leisure Services:
 
Deadline  
hi 
sign up for weight -training
 
class. 8 
a.m.-4:30 p.m., A.S.
 Business Of-
fice. Call 
924-5961  for information.
 
Chinese Engineering Students Or-
ganization:
 Lunar New Year Dance 
Party. 
9:00  a.m.-1:00 p.m. Call 
287-
6284 for 
information. 
Delta Sigma
 Pi: Beer and 
Pizza. 
7:00  p.m. Call 446-428(1 for infor-
mation.
 
Circulo Hispanico:
 Meeting. 12:30-
2:00 p.m.. S.U. Almaden 
Room.  
Call 924-4614 for information.
 
Sigma Theta 
Sorority: First Annual 
Black History Month Gospel Music 
Celebration, 7:30 p.m.. SJSU Music 
Hall. Call 972-9945 for more infor-
mation.
 
Spartan Tennis Club: Club meet-
ing, 2:00-5:00 p.m., South Campus 
tennis courts. 
Call 277-8262 for 
more 
information.
 
IEEE: Career Symposium. 
11:30-
1:30 p.m.. S.U. Loma Prieta Room. 
Call for 
mate
 inf ormat
 ion. 
SATURDAY 
Spartan 
Oilseed:  "Out of the Blue 
Dance," 
9:u5)  
p.m..
 S.U. 
Ballroom.  
SJSU LACROSSE CLUB: Game: 
SJSU vs Humboldt State, 1:(X) p.m.. 
South Campus. 
SUNDAY 
Catholic Newman Community: 
Mass 6:30-8 p.m., 10th St. Chapel. 
Call 298-0204 for information. 
Lutheran Campus Ministry: 
Worship Service. 10:45 a.m.. 10th 
St. Chapel. Call 298-0204 for infor-
mation
 
MONDAY 
Ad Hoc C llllll nittee on AIDS test-
ing: 
Public  hearing, 2 
p.m.. s. 
Guadalupe Room. Call 924-6240 for 
information. 
Robotics
 may 
have a 
place  
in 
operating  
room  
DAVIS (AP)
 - University of 
California medical 
researchers  said 
Thursday that they are developing 
the operating room 
assistant  of 
the 
future - a robot they dubbed Robo-
doe. 
Orthopedic 
surgeon
 William
 L. 
Bargar and veterinarian Howard 
Paul said the robot they are devel-
oping to assist in hip replacements in 
people and animals with severe ar-
thritis could dramatically improve 
the success rate of other surgery. 
The robot, which was billed as the 
first of its kind and is at least five 
years away from use in hospital sur-
gery rooms, looks and sounds in its 
current phase much like a giant den-
tist's drill. 
"This is Robodoc." Bargar said 
at a news conference at UC-Davis,  
where  he is 
an
 assistant
 
clinical
 
pro-
fessor and Paul is an assistant re-
search veterinarian. 
Bargar and Paul developed the 
computerized mechanical arm to 
drill deep holes down through thigh-
bones during hip replacement sur-
gery so they could slip artificial hip 
joints
 inside. 
Currently, 
surgeons  must 
use  
mallet 
and 
metal  rasp 
to 
bore  huh. 
under
 the hip socket,
 at the risk 
.. 
cracking
 the leg 
bone  and getting
 . 
poor
 
fit.
 
In 1985.
 Bargar 
began 
testing  ens
 
tom
-made 
hip 
implants  that
 dim' 
nate
 the 
need to take
 
several
 
standai,
 
sires
 
of
 
artificial hip 
joints into dit 
operating
 
room and 
fit the paticin
 
during 
surgery.
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says new magazine
 lures 
women 'who weren't born 
yesterday'
 
NEW
 YORK
 (AP)
 - A 
few 
well-earned
 
wrinkles
 adorn 
the 
cover -girl's
 face on 
Lear's,  a 
styl-
ish new 
magarine 
that 
celebrates  
"the woman
 who 
wasn't
 horn yes-
terday."
 
"I feel 
a kind of 
earthquake  of 
women  over 
40
 who are 
going  to 
change
 life for
 themselves
 for the 
better."
 said 
publisher 
Frances 
Lear, 64.
 whose 
magazine
 hits 
the  
newsstands
 
Tuesday.  
"It's  going 
to be 
a greater 
movement
 than the 
women's 
movement."
 
For 
members  
of
 this 
new  
movement.
 Lear,
 the former
 
wife  
of 
television  
producer
 Norman
 
Lear. blends
 a dash of 
fashion with 
no-nonsense
 financial
 advice 
and 
some  savvy
 writing.
 
"Once
 upon a 
time."  says 
her 
first 
editorial,  "a 
woman took 
the 
events of 
her life, 
added  the 
pluses  
and 
deducted  the
 minuses, 
and 
lived with
 that 
arithmetic.  
No 
more." 
Lear. a longtime
 
supporter
 of 
women's
 causes, knows 
all  
about  
change - 
and about
 bouncing
 
back. 
Divorced 
after a 
28 -year 
mar-
riage
 to Norman
 Lear.
 she left 
Cal-
ifornia
 for her
 hometown,
 New 
York.
 carrying
 two 
suitcases  
of 
clothes
 and the
 germ of 
an idea. 
"I
 could 
never  look 
like Linda
 
Evans,"  Lear 
confides in 
a letter to 
potential
 
subscribers.  
"The
 wom-
en's 
magazines  
were urging
 me to 
travel,
 but every 
resort  showed
 pic-
tures of 
slim young
 women in 
hiki-
'I feel a kind of 
earthquake
 of 
women over 40 who 
are 
going to 
change  
life for 
themselves
 
for the 
better.'  
- Frances Lear, 
publisher 
nis." 
What was 
needed, she decided. 
was a magazine for women like 
her: educated,
 affluent and over 
40. "It took a woman  to see
 it." 
she 
said. 
Armed 
with the 
dream.  connec-
tions
 
and  money,
 but lacking 
know-how,
 she spent 2 1/:. years 
picking the brains
 of the publishing 
world. 
'The last person I spoke to was 
(New 
York  Magazine 
creator)  Clay 
Felker, who said, 'Do it. Just 
do
 
it.' And I did.- she said. "I was 
ecstatic that I would be writing and 
working for women, about whom I 
care a great deal." 
During the fate 1960%. Lear 
founded Women's Place Inc.. a 
Los 
Angeles
 consulting firm. She 
later began Lear Purvis Walker & 
Co..
 an 
executive  
search  firm for 
w((nien. In 1984. 
as
 a partner in a 
political  consulting
 
firm, she 
founded a division
 for women can-
didates. 
The magazine.
 she said. "is a 
Fusion
 of 
my
 experience
 and the 
women  I've 
worked
 
with 
for the 
past 25 
years. who ranged from 
welfare mothers to highly 
skihlet 
executives.''
 
It's 
the  
female  
executives
 
- or 
i 
ves 
of
 
executives
 - a 
his 
make
 
up Lear's guaranteed circulation of 
200.1881. 
(The first issue,  which 
ran 475.000 
copies.  
was
 expected 
to sell out.)
 
Market  
research  
shows 
the 
subscribers'  
average
 
household 
income 
is 
$92.4110.  
Lear, in fact, is using her ow n 
money to start the
 magazine. "B) 
the 
time it's in the
 black (she
 
hopes  
in two 
to three
 
years).  1 vs ill have 
spent $25 million:* she said. 
Six 
issues  are 
planned 
for  
this  
year
 and 10 
for the 
second 
year. 
The ads
 and 
richly 
colored.
 
high
-fashion 
spreads 
feature 
over -
40 
models
 
whenever  
possible.
 
(They're
 in 
scarce  supply
 . ) 
'We  believe that Lear's w
 
ill 
spark a whole culture.- she said. 
'Products,  instruction,  entertain-
ment. 
recreation
 - this 
whole  
market 
will  have their
 own world
 
of toys to choose I ruin.'' 
The copy ranges from humor.
 
essays and fiction 
to 
advice on trea-
sury
 hills and an interview with 
Philippine 
President Corazon 
Aquino. 
who defends her feminine  
style
 in the 
political  
arena  
Budget
 
includes  
more  for 
AIDS,
 
WASHINGTON 
- - Pre,' 
Lent Reagan 
proposed  Thursday 
his 
smallest Pentagon
 increase 
but 
sharply higher 
spending
 for AIDS 
research  and airline 
safety in a $1.1 
trillion fiscal 
1989 budget that was 
largely pre -ordained
 in a deal with 
Congress.
 
"This 
budget
 does not fully re-
flect 
ii priorities,  the 
president 
said 
in his message 
accompanying 
the 
lust  spending 
plan
 he'll see 
through
 to completion.
 "But 
. . . a-
bandoning the
 deficit reduction 
com-
promise  would threaten 
our eco-
nomic
 progress and burden
 future 
generations."
 
The  spending 
plan only hints
 of 
the "Reagan
 revolution" 
years  as it 
strives to 
comply with the 
adminis-
tration's 
agreement
 with 
congres!
 a-
nal leaders 
last November 
to reduce 
the federal deficit. 
The agreement
 set overall
 spend-
ing limits for 
domestic,  military and 
foreign aid spending. Reagan has al-
ready
 signed the tax 
increase  re-
quired  under the 
agreement,
 adding 
$14 billion 
to
 the Treasury's receipts 
for next
 year. 
The 
president's
 plan 
envisions 
overall spending 
of
 $1.094 trillion, 
offset
 by $965 billion
 in receipts. 
That
 would leave a 
deficit  of about 
$129.5 billion 
in
 the fiscal year be-
ginning Oct. I. 
within the guidelines 
of the 
Gramm-Rudman,  budget -bal-
ancing law 
and down from
 $150.4  
billion last
 year and an 
estimated
 
$146 
billion  this 
year. 
Because
 of the 
agreement  with 
congressional 
leaders.  Reagan 
was
 
forced for 
the first time 
to
 submit a 
military 
budget
 that would
 not keep 
pace
 
with  
intim',
 al 
Polo ical Briefs 
Super
 
Tuesday  nears 
WASHINGTON 
(AP) - As the 
presidential
 
candidates  head 
South 
from Iowa 
and New Hampshire. 
Southern  political
 leaders are 
pre-
dicting that 
Super  Tuesday will 
broaden the presidential
 debate into 
a 
discussion  of 
issues ill
 national  
ciniceni  
Kemp 
still in 
race  
WASHINGTON
 (AP)
 - Rep. 
Jack Kemp's 
presidential 
campaign 
is
 reacting with
 amusemeni 
to the 
suggestion
 
by
 Sen. Alfonse D'Am-
ato. R 
-N.Y..
 
that Kemp consider 
running
 against 
Sen.  Daniel 
P. 
Moynihan.
 
1)-N.Y. 
when
 -- and if 
lie 
drops  out
 of 
the  race for 
the 
nation's top 
job. 
Robertson  won't sue 
AUSTIN.
 Texas
 (AP) 
- Re-
publican  presidential 
hopeful
 Pat 
Robertson, who last month 
threat-
ened a lawsuit 
over  the
 state 
GOP's
 
ballot 
petition  forgery
 scandal,
 
now says he won't take the 
issue
 
to 
court.
 
''It came down to Pat 
deciding 
he just didn't 
want
 to get in-
volved."
 Richie 
Martin,
 Rob-
ertson's Texas campaign manager. 
told the Houston Chronicle. 
The deadline for initiating a 
challenge passed this 
week, and 
Martin  said. "It 
would have taken 
iouch more of an effort than Pat 
was 
willing  to make. We're 
going 
to let
 it slide 
and 
let 
bygones  he by-
  
less for 
defense
 
Budget 
highlights  
Here is an overview of President Reagan's 
proposed budget' 
OVERALL  
 
Spending
 
is 
projected  at 
Si
 
09
 
trillion 
up 
from 51 05 
trillion
 in 
1988 
*Receipts are 
estimated  at $964 7 billion 
$555
 
billion more 
than
 in 
1988
 
 
The
 budget would reduce
 the 
federal
 defi-
cit from an 
estimated
 
$1467 billion
 in 
1988
 
to 
$1295 
billion  in the fiscal year that begins next 
Oct 
1 That s below the target of 
$136
 
billion 
called
 
for  in the Gramm-Rudman deficit-reduc-
tion 
law 
INCREASES 
 
tindery
 
spending would be $294 
billion up 
from $2914
 
billion in 
1988. but the smallest 
military
 
spending  
increase
 
Reagan has ever 
sent to Congress 
 The
 plan
 calls for nearly $2 billion in 
spending 
authority
 to combat Acquired 
Immune 
Deficiency 
Syndrome.
 a 38 percent 
increase 
over 1988 levels 
 
Education  spending 
would  rise 
8 percent, 
or 
$1
 5 
billion
 The biggest gain would
 be 
in the 
Pell Grant 
program  for
 needy college
 students
 
 
About
 5363 
million
 for the start of 
construc-
tion of  the 
superconducting
 
super  
collider  a 
machine
 designed to study 
the nature
 of mat-
ter 
 
Included
 is a request
 for $437
 million 
more  
than double last years budget  
for federal 
pnson
 construction to relieve 
overcrowding
 
Restrained to $294 billion in out-
lays, up from $285.4 
billion
 
this 
year. the president proposed reduc-
ing the nation's 
active -duty forces 
and 
abandoning the goal of a  
ship 
Navy. Navy.  
On the domestic side of the led-
ger. the president requested new 
spending authority that he has re-
sisted in the past hut which Congress
 
would likely favor anyway in an 
election year. including: 
 $1.3 billion for AIDS research. 
a 38 percent increase. 
 An increase of $1.5 
billion, or 8 
percent, on education. 
 A 13 percent boost, to $3.9 bil-
lion. for drug law enforcement and 
treatment  programs. 
 $363 million to begin construc-
tion of the Superconducting Super 
Collider. a huge new atomic re-
search facility. 
 Full funding for a $2.5 billion, 
five-year program to combat acid 
rain, and an increase in spending on 
hdia 
rill
 
RI
 
55
 ;isle a leant' it 
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 A 44 percent
 increase. 
to 51.6 
billion, for the 
Federal  Aviation Ad-
ministration to 
modernize
 its air traf-
fic 
control
 system.  
 
$11.5  
billion
 
for  
space  
pro-
grams,
 including
 the manned
 space 
station and
 space 
shuttle im-
provements.
 
Reagan offsets those 
increases hy 
calling for
 an halt to Amtrak and 
mass transit subsidies. ending Urban 
Development Action Grants, and 
eliminating the Interstate Commerce 
Commission
 and Economic Devel-
opment  
Administration.  In addition, 
government assets such as loan port-
folios. the Alaska power administra-
tion and the Naval Petroleum Re-
serve 
would  he sold. 
The president's budget director. 
James C. Miller III. told reporters 
that, even though 
Congress
 has re-
jected many Reagan budget propo-
sals like asset sales in the past. he 
believed  
they  
would
 fare 
better  this 
time. 
"Congress  
will have 
to come 
up 
with 
these  
additional  
savings
 one 
way 
or
 
another."
 
Miller  said,
 sug-
gesting
 that 
the cuts 
outlined
 in Rea-
gan's  
budget
 might
 he 
"the  
course
 
of least 
resistance  
for 
Congress.''  
House
 
Majority  
Leader
 
Thomas
 
S 
hilt!  .
 1) -Wash . . 
said 
Congress
 
would
 Ilse 
within  the 
agreement
 hut 
"there 
is 
obviousl!,
 room
 
tor  setting 
priorities
 in 
a 
different
 way
 than 
the 
president's
 
budget
 
proposes."
 
The 
administration  
predicts  that if 
Its
 budget is 
adopted  
deficits
 would 
continue
 to retreat 
from the 
record
 
. levels
 earlier in 
Reagan's 
term.  
When 
Reagan
 took 
office  in 
1981.  
the 
annual  
deficit
 was $78
 billion, 
and he 
promised to bring 
the budget 
into 
balance within 
three  years. In-
stead 
annual deficits
 nearly tripled 
by fiscal 
1986.
 
To keep 
below  
the $136 billion 
deficit
 target for 
fiscal  1989 in 
the
 
Gramm-Rudman  
law,
 the budget in-
cludes
 
more 
than 
$10 billion in rec-
eipts
 
from selling 
government 
assets
 
and 
other one-time 
receipts.
 
But 
those 
sales 
won't  help meet 
the 
goals for future year. Reagan's 
own estimates show it will he up to a 
future  president to 
find
 the path to 
Gramm-Rudman's 
goal of a bal-
anced budget by 
fiscal
 1993. 
Rep.
 Dan Rostenkowski.
 D
-III.. 
chairman 
of the House 
Ways
 and 
Means  
Committee,  said he 
doubted  
either the White House 
or Congress 
would 
face up to the 
continuing 
defi-
cit problem  
this year. 
APPLICATIONS
 ARE 
NOW 
AVAILABLE
 
For 1988-89 
Resident Adviser
 Positions 
Guaranteed  
Experience
 of a 
Lifetime!
 
For 
more  information 
contact the 
University
 Housing 
Services  Residential
 Life Office at 
924-6160.  Applica-
tions
 are available 
at
 all Residence 
Hall  Offices 
A 
and the 
Residential  Life 
Office  in Joe West 
Hall 
Application 
Deadline is Friday, Feb. 
19. 1988 
COPIES
 
Open 
Early 
Open
 
Late  
Open 
Saturday  
310  S. 
THIRD
 
STREET
 
OPEN  
6 DAYS
 
295-4336
 
481 
E.
 SAN 
CARLOS  
ST, 
OPEN
 
7 
DAYS  
295-5511
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to the 
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 No. 1 
Four 
SJSU 
judo
 
stars
 
vie 
for 
Olympic
 spots
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team 
SJSU
 
faces
 
second
 
place
 
Rebels
  
From 
Dady stall
 reports 
Fourteen 
times  
since 
Nevada-l.as
 
Vegas  
entered  
the PCAA 
in
 
1983,
 
SJSU's 
men's 
basketball  
team  has 
taken  on 
the 
Runnin.
 
Rebels  and 
14 
times  
it's lost. 
Ott Saturday 
night. the 
Spartans,
 
who 
lost to LIMN 95-83 at the
 Civic 
Auditorium
 on Jan. 
21. will attempt
 
to end 
that
 streak. 
However.  it's 
not 
going to be 
easy. 
First. the Spartans. who kere ex-
pected 
to
 challenge for the league 
title. may he entering 
the Thomas 
and Mack Center on a six -game los-
ing 
streak.
 
SJSU. 
which has 
lost
 five games 
since 
defeating
 highl 
-touted  Mem-
phis
 
State 
on 
Jan.
 26. played Ful-
lerton  State on 
Thursdav  night. And 
SPORTS
 
although  the Titans 
are struggling at 
2-10, they are 
never 
a pushover - 
especially at home. 
Because 
of Spartan 
Daily press 
time, 
the results of 
this  contest 
were
 
unavailable.  
Second.  the 
UNLV
 contest 
will  he 
difficult 
because 
SJSU's and
 the 
PCAA's
 leading 
scorer Ricky 
Berry 
has 
been bothered
 the last 
three 
games  by a 
sore ankle. 
During those
 
last two
 games. Berry
 is shooting a 
miserable 
33 percent 
from  the field.
 
Further. 
Berry is not 
getting  much 
help 
offensively.  In the 
last contest 
Newcomers bring 
optimism  to 
track 
Ity Brent Ainsworth
 
Daily stall writer 
Four  members of the 
Spartan  track 
and field team are scheduled to start 
their 
seasons
 this meekend  at an invi-
tational 
tIed itt 
1-lastaff.
 
An. 
1k
-
cent show ines could set the tone for 
an 
improved'
 19K1( S.M.
 track
 squad. 
'It's  a big meet our athletes 
w 
ill he 
competing
 vs ith 
people  
from 
('('IA,
 SMU and
 some
 other
 very 
respectable
 
schools.'"
 said
 
Spartan  
coach Marshall Clark. 
"Our  team 
,liould be much improved over last 
\ 
car.
 
hut just these four will 
compete 
.11 this 
meet."  
Pole
 
raulter
 Brian 
Wicks will
 
lead 
the quartet to the season's I 
Psi  meet, 
along 
%/.
 
ithi sprinter Tom Jeffery, 
hurdler  David 'illalohos 
and quar-
ler-miler Demetrius 
Carter.  
W
 
ii. IS S. 
55
 
1111
 ha, cleared 16 feet. 
%1 
as
 the
 state junior col-
lei2e vault champion last 
year
 at 
B.i.;kerslield College. Jeffer),  a for-
mer JC 
teammate
 of Wicks, 
will  
compete 
in
 the 55 -meter
 dash. 
As a freshman in 
1987.  
Yillalohos  
was 
the 
Pacific 
Coast
 Athletic 
551) -
cot 
iirtr 's
Seelllid  
best 
perhirmer
 in 
the 55 -meter hurdles,
 the event he 
w ill run
 this weekend. 
Carter,  a de-
lensIv
 e hack on 
the  
SJSU  football  
teail I. 
is also a sophomore whir spe-
I/C1 
itt the 400 111Clas. 
Clark said  all four athletes will 
team together and form a 1.000 -
meter relay team, anchored by 
Wicks. 
Clark 
will
 not attend the Aniona 
meet since 
he will coordinate the 
Bellarmine-SJSU Relays,  a high 
school meet.
 Saturday at Bud Winter 
Field.  Yet the coach feels the com-
ing collegiate season will he a 
brighter
 one
 
for the 
Spartans.  
'We
 feel we're a lot better on the 
track.'' Clark said. "We lost some 
in 
the field events, hut we 
have a lot 
of new 
faces  and we are an improved 
team
 
overall."  
Next
 
week
 the 
collegiate
 version 
Stanford 
loses  
recruit
 to 
Oklahoma  
1 
\\GI:11-S
 
(iln 
VI I HIM
 ii. 
Lonsidered
 
one oi the finest
 
liIil 
',hoot 
running 
hacks  in the 
-ono \ has 
siened
 a 
national
 letter 
[iii.  
ill 
to attend 
Oklahoma.
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 0 
Cr 
this past
 
weekend 
Athinnistrators  admitted,
 
ho%% 
ever.
 that 
Milburn's
 
stepfather.
 Rob-
ert 
Hannock.
 
"was
 not
 happy"
 with
 
the 
decision
 
to
 attend
 
Stanford.  
According to the Times. the 5 -
loot
-9, 
I 65
-pound
 Milhum wasn't 
;IS ailahle for 
comment. 
"TWO
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of 
the San  Jose State Relit).
 
will
 
take 
place at the South Campus track, be-
ginning at 9 a.m. SJSU 
plays  host to 
Fresno State 
on March 5. and Clark 
feels his 
team
 may he colliding 
with 
the PCAA's 
best track 
team
 in 
the 
Bulldogs. 
"Fresno is probably the top team. 
but we understand UC-Irvine is 
much better than last year. he said. 
"But we 
are,
 too." 
- a 63-55
 
loss
 to s 
'siting  U('-Irsine  
on 
Montho  night - 
- the Spartans
 
only
 placed 
Berry  
(16 points) and 
Dietrich 
Waters 
points) in 
dou-
ble figures. Steve Haney.
 who 
has  
complimented Berry 
all  
season,
 only 
had nine. 
In addition, UNLV has almost 
been unbeatable at home, having 
10,1
 
only 
four games in its five years
 
III 
the 18.0(10 -seat 
arena.  The most re-
cent came 
last week to the Univer-
sity of Missouri, who earlier in 
the 
year heat SJSU 85-61. This is the 
first season
 
ever 
that
 UNLV, which 
earlier in the year lost to UC-Santa 
Barbara, has 
lost two games at the 
Thomas  and
 Mack. 
On the positive side, however. 
UNLV has not been as dominant as 
it once was. In fact - for the first 
time in its PCAA
 
existence
 
- 
it is 
actual' in a battle for first place. 
On 
Thursday  night. UNLV
 121-3 
overall and 
1(1-2  in the league) 
played first -place Utah State 116-6. 
11-2) for
 the league lead.
 Once again 
because of Spartan Daily press time, 
the score was 
unavailable.  
Also.  UNLV. which is 
led by se-
nior forward Gerald 
Paddio
 
who
 is 
averaging
 19 points a 
game  and cen-
ter Jarvis 
Basnight who
 is leading 
the PCAA in 
field goal 
percentage.  
is not as deep
 as it was a 
year
 
ago
 
when it 
went  to the 
NCAA
 Final 
Four.  
Six players 
are gone from that 
team including
 point guard Mark 
Wade, swingman
 Freddie Banks and 
power
 
forward  Annon
 
Gilliam.
 
UNLV
 
has  
almost
 
been  
unbeatable
 
at
 
home,
 
having
 
lost
 
only
 
four  
games
 
in
 
its 
five  
years
 in 
the 
18,000
 
seat
 
arena.
 
Still,
 coach
 Jerry
 
Tarkanian  
- the
 
towel
 sucker
 
extraordinaire
 
who 
in 
15
 years
 at 
UNLV
 is 
378-86
 - 
has 
done
 
enough
 
with 
the 
Rebels  
to 
make 
them 
the 
No.  1
-ranked  
team 
in 
the 
nation  
earlier
 in 
the 
season.
 
And of course, they also defeated 
SJSU. In that contest. the Spartans 
held the
 lead until the final 
six min-
utes of play. 
However,  SJSU - un-
able to handle UNLV's
 pressure de-
fense - began turning
 both the hall 
and the 
game  over. 
SJSU
 went on 
to lose 
by
 12 
points.
 
SJSU assistant coach
 Eric Saulny 
said 
afterwards,  "We 
beat our-
selves, we lost mental 
concentration  
of 
the game and
 UNLV just 
took ad-
vantage.
 We just 
couldn't make 
turnovers 
like that against a team 
like 
UNLV."  
And  so.
 SJSU heads into the 
'Vegas
 Strip wanting
 to not only 
end 
a live -year 
losing
 streak,
 but 
also
 
gain momentum
 
1,'ward
 next 
month's
 league 
',hoot
 1. 
UAW
 
CIPIENINC
 
Come 
join 
the 
celebration  at the 
Homestead & Scott 
Salon.
 
The Most Modern 
State  
of the Art 
Tanning and Toning
 
Salon  
Featuring  the 
M:111111,14  'W11'1 
 ALL TANNING 
SESSIONS  
$ 
14 
 FREE INTRODUCTORY 
TONING  SESSIONS* 
 FREE BATHING 
SUITS  WITH MEMBERSHIPS
 (LIMIT 25* 
ON SAT. 
& 25 ON SUN.
 
LIMIT  ONE PER 
CUSTOMER)
 
(  
1 
Hors d' oeuvrc , 
and 
Champagne 
Served 
 # 
February 
20 & 21 
9:00 A.M.
 to 9:00 P.M.
 
1011 Town 8, 
Country
 Village 
San Jose,  
CA
 
951 28  
4 0 8 5 
5 4 - 0 6 0 6 
1875 
So
 Bascom 
#225 the
 oruneyard 
Cambell,
 CA 95008 
408/559-6356 
*Homestead 8 Scott 
Santa 
Clara 
408/241-2489
 
408'241 -CITY 
GO
 
TO
 
MEDICAL
 
SCHOOL 
TUIIION
 
PAID
 
Find out how you can have 
your
 medical school tuition, required 
books  and 
fees paid in full -plus 
earn more than $600 a month while you 
attend school. 
Clip 
and  mail the 
coupon  below, and we'll send you 
full details on the Armed
 
Forces
 Health 
Professions
 
Scholarship
 
Program
 
We'll tell 
you  how you could  
qualify  for 
a Physician's 
Scholarship
 from
 
the 
Army, Navy or Air 
Force  
If 
selected,  you'll not only
 beat the high cost of 
medical
 school, you'll also gain 
valuable medical 
experience  
serving
 on 
active duty 45 days each 
school
 
year
 as 
a commissioned
 officer 
in the 
Reserves. 
After graduation, you'll
 serve three years or more -depending on the 
Service
 
you select
 and the 
level of scholarship assistance 
you 
receive
 as a 
respected 
Armed Forces physician 
You'll  also get good 
pay, regular 
hours,
 great 
benefits  
and the chance to work with a variety of patients and the latest medical 
technology
 
If 
you
 
meet the age requirements noted below for the Service of your 
choice  
and 
want
 to 
cut the 
expense
 of 
medical  
school  send for 
more 
information
 
today  
r 
Yre
 111 Send me lull details on how the Armed Forces 
Health  Professions
 
Scholarship
 Program 
...
 can help cut my medical school expenses I meet the age regurrements noted
 below 
I understand I am under no obligation 
Mail this coupon to Armed 
Forces 
Scholarships
 PO Boa 2865 
Huntington Station,
 
NY
 11746 
2102 
9012 
Check
 up to three Army 
j 
Navy
 
101-30 years el 'gel 
(WU  veers or rival 
Please
 print
 AP 
information  clearly and completely 
Name   
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Energy
-producing
 
device
 
refused
 
patent
 
by
 court
 
WASHINGTON
 
(API - An in 
ventor
 
who  
claims
 he 
has devised 
a 
machine
 that 
produces
 
more
 enerp
 
than
 it uses 
says  
he 
will appeal a 
judge's
 
refusal 
to 
force
 the 
govern-
ment  to 
give  him 
a patent 
for his in 
vent 
ion . 
"I am 
pleased  
the 
judge has
 Li 
natty 
ruled 
because
 
I am counting on 
getting 
up
 to the 
higher  
court."
 Jo-
seph 
W. 
Newman  
said 
Wednesday
 
after
 U.S.
 District
 Judge 
Thom-
asPenfield  
Jackson  
rejected 
his law-
suit 
against  
the 
U.S.  
Patent  and
 
Trademark
 
Office.
 
I was 
very 
certain
 he 
was  going
 
to be 
consistent
 
and 
rule against 
me." 
said 
Newman.
 51, 
of
 Luce
-
dale, 
Miss.  
Jackson
 
upheld
 the 
Patent 
Office's
 
refusal 
to grant
 a patent
 for 
the de-
vice, 
saying  
there 
was  
insufficient  
scientific
 evidence
 to 
support  
New -
man's
 claim 
the 
machine
 
converted  
matter 
into 
energy.
 
Patent
 
examiners
 
rejected  
New -
man's 
application
 after 
ruling 
that 
such a 
machine 
would 
violate  the
 
second
 law 
of 
thermodynamics.  That 
law
 of 
physics
 holds
 that 
energy  is 
inevitably  
consumed
 by 
any  me-
chanical  
process
 so 
that a 
machine  
cannot  
produce
 more 
energy 
than
 is 
used 
to power
 it. 
The same law
 rules out 
the exis-
'I am 
pleased  the judge 
has finally ruled 
because I am 
counting
 on 
getting  up to the 
higher court.' 
-Joseph 
W.
 Neu Mull, 
inventor
 
tence
 of similar, so-called 
"perpet-
ual 
motion"
 machines that some in-
ventors have 
claimed  at various 
times to have 
produced. 
Newman and his
 attorney. John 
Flannery. contended
 that Jackson 
had 
improperly rejected
 the findings 
of court
-appointed 
expert
 William 
Schuyler.
 himself a former
 patent 
commissioner,
 that the 
machine  
worked 
as
 Newman 
claimed
 it did. 
"We 
have
 an expert ...
 who ag-
rees with our
 view and 
we
 have a 
district 
court  judge's opinion 
that 
differs with 
that," Flannery 
said. 
'So I think we 
will have to go the
 
Court 
of Appeals 
for  a tie
-breaker.''
 
Ruling on the 
five
-year -old law-
suit. Jackson said 
Newman  had only 
produced evidence to 
support his 
theory 
that was 
"anecdotal  and 
largely 
qualitative rather 
than quanti-
fied 
measured  data." 
Nor 
had Newman.
 the judge
 
New 
lottery
 winner 
found
 dead
 by 
spouse  
SAN 
MARCOS  (AP)
 - A 
mother was 
found  stabbed to 
death in her home
 just eight days 
after she and her 
husband col-
lected $581,000 
in California 
Lottery winnings. San Diego 
County sheriff's 
deputies
 said 
Thursday. 
A 10 -month
-old
 boy. 
Andrew,
 
was at home at the 
time  of the 
slaying
 Wednesday but 
was un-
harmed.
 
The body 
of Ann Marie Jen-
kins. 30, was 
found in a hallway 
by her 
husband.
 Gary Jenkins. 
when
 
he returned home 
from  his 
construction job. The 
woman  had 
suffered a slash wound 
to
 the 
neck, Sheriff's Lt. Rill 
Baxter 
The couple's 
lottery
 winnings 
were publicized
 locally 
hut 
Baxter said the 
money  "is
 
not a 
significantly  obvious
 motive at 
this 
time." 
There was 
no sign of 
forced 
entry and 
nothing was 
missing  
from  the 
home,  the 
lieutenant  
added.
 
San Diego County 
coroner's
 
officials  performed
 an 
autopsy  
on 
the woman 
Thursday. but the
 re-
sults
 were not 
immediately  avail-
able.
 
Gary  Jenkins won
 $727,165 in 
the 
California  Lottery's 
"Lotto  6-
49"
 game 
on Jan. 
13. taking
 
home 
$581.732  after 
taxes.  said 
Lottery 
spokesman  John 
Schade 
found,
 rebutted the 
findings of the 
National
 
Bureau  of
 Standards.  which
 
tested  the machine 
and  concluded. 
"The 
device did not 
deliver
 more 
energy 
than it used." 
Newman, who
 has demonstrated
 
his motor
 to a 
congressional
 sub 
committee, claims 
that  it convert, 
matter he calls "gyroscopic 
parti, 
cies" 
into energy. 
But
 the judge found that
 "aside 
from 
Newman's
 own somewhat
 
metaphysical
 writings which 
appeai
 
at multiple 
points  throughout his pat-
ent 
application
 there is no 
evidence 
whatsoever  ... from 
which to find 
the existence of 
such
 'gyroscopi, 
particles,' their observable
 (or 
mea-
surable) 'release'
 or 'reaction' 
within the device."
 
Newman's 
machine  resembles 
an
 
ordinary electric motor
 except for a 
large coil of wire used
 to create an 
electromagnetic 
field.
 
"At 
hest." the judge 
said.  "the 
evidence 
supports
 a finding 
that 
Newman's  device
 will operate.
 for 
reasons
 not 
explained
 at all hut
 must 
be merely guessed
 at, on dry cell
 
batteries  for longer 
periods
 of time 
than 
others which may or 
may not he 
comparable.  
"But such a device is not
 the one 
for which 
Newman seeks
 a patent." 
Jackson 
said in his 20 -page 
opinion.
 
"He is 
unequivocal  in his insistence
 
that the 
device  he has 
tendered
 as 
patent -worthy 
prtxhices  more usea-
ble energy 
output  than the energy
 re-
quired to power 
it. The court finds 
the  evidence of it 
insufficient." 
San
 
Francisco
 
teen
 
shot
 
by 
police
 
SAN 
FRANCISCO
 (AP) - 
teen-ager
 shot 
in the 
head by 
San 
Francisco
 police
 died 
Wednesday
 af-
ternoon,  
hospital  
officials
 said.
 
The 
13 -year -old 
boy,
 who was 
not 
identified,
 was 
pronounced  
dead on 
arrival 
at 5:40 
p.m. at San Francisco
 
General  Hospital.
 according to 
the 
nursing 
supervisor. 
Classified 
ANNOUNCEMENTS  
ARE YOU A SINGER"
 Sunnyvale 
Slivers a performance choir. is 
reorganizing
 We need some 
more good voices 733-2877 
GOVERNMENT HOMES front 
SI
 
IC 
re-
pair) Also 
foreclosures 8 tat 
sieved properties Call TODAY for 
into on repo 
list
 1.305-744.3000 
eat G-3613 doll refundable) 24 hrs 
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE, We 
have 
plans with quality °oversee 
at affordable prices Call Mark 
Washington National Insur 
an. (4081 943.9190 for  no obli-
gation
 quote 
STEEL BUILDING 
DEALERSHIP  with 
maedr msnufcturersaies
 
& engi 
mowing support Starter ads fur-
nished Some areas teken Call 
(303) 759-3200
 net
 2401 Wdg 
Cot Acceptance Corp 6800 F 
Hampden,  Denver,  Co 80224 
STUDENT DENTAL 
OPTICAL PL AN 
Enroll now  Save your teeth eyes 
and money too 
For information 
and 
brochure  see A S office 
or
 
call 
0o/0371.6811  
WANTED GOOD SINGERS 
DISARMA-
MENT supporters for peace cho. 
rale 
Call Genie at 997-6292 
WE DON T HAVE 
THE  ANSWERS. but 
that  OK 
We are  church corn. 
rnunity that values the Individual  
search tor
 om's own truth The 
FIRST 
UNITARIAN
 CHURCH  of 
San Jose 
oilers creative services, 
stimulating discusslon.  
oppor.  
tunnies 
for social action We are 
located
 El 160 N 3rd 
SI
 Join us 
Sundays 
all1 00 or call 292-3858
 
AUTOMOTIVE
 
131 VW KARMAN
 OHIO r bit eng dual 
web*. 
air  shocks new 
carpet.  
clean S1500 Call 
723.7455 
COMPUTERS
 
PC-COM  PC -CON 
PC-COM""  113. 
M AT XT comestibles and acces-
sories One 
block  from campus 
404
 S 3rd St 02 Cali 
295-1606 
Special 6% 
off  for SJSU with ID 
FOR 
SALE  
KENMORE REFRIGERATOR 38 Cu 
11 like new Price Is 
81013 Contact 
Julie
 at 984-21514 or leave  
mes-
sage 
THE BREAD
 
a 
ROSES BOOKSHOP
 is 
 unique bookstore.
 
specieliring  
In book
 on history 
current 
events. 
labor.
 Black ArnorIcaniS
 
Chicon., 
Aston Amen.. 
women. 
Marxism 
Written
 by 
B locks. Chicanos.
 Asians
 labor 
.tIvists 
Marxists We 
also  he., 
In English. 
Soviet  teats in the so-
cial 
sciences  You 
won't  find our 
book 
posters
 and r.ords 
in 
other 
stores In the 
valley In 
addl.  
lion 
we
 have fiction
 end chil-
dren  books 
located et 950 
S 
First
 St San Jo. (3 
bds  south of 
290) Call 294-2930
 for hours 
HELP 
WANTED  
ARE YOU A 
LEADER, Apply
 now for 
ORIENTATION 
LEADER  and SU 
PERVISOR
 positions 
for  August  
BS 
Orientation  
Applicetions  in 
Student 
Activities
 Old 
Cafelerls
 
Bldg
 Deadline 
February
 26th 
Great stipend package' 
ATTENTION
 LADIES.
 Male stripper
 
for your 
nest 
bachelor..
 pony 
Call
 Rick
 
at 744-1674 
after  6 PM 
BUBBLE 
MACHINE  CAR WASH 
1090 
Saraloge-Sunnyvale
 Rd Contact
 
Mend$  Siedal at 
996-2592
 Flex 
hrs . no amp 
nec Full pail time 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
 with 3rd 
largest
 insurance  
company
 We 
need reliable 
stable people inter-
ested in 
owning  their own 
busi  
nese We provide 
sales & man 
agement trIning
 & a ginireteed 
income
 when qualified 
Call David 
lecher or 
Dick Adams al 371, 
4663 
COUNSELOR -GROUP HOME 
for au 
dalic children
 Varied hours. Call 
Monday through
 Friday 9.5PM 
377-5412 377.1494 
FEDERAT.STATE
 II CIVIL 
service
 lobs 
519.644 to 669.891 yr Now hiring' 
Call JOB
 LINE 1.518-459-3611 eat 
F404
 for info 24HR 
SSISFOODSERVERS COOKS
 HOST-
ESS.  CASHIERS
 and 
busboys
 
Marie 
Callanders  is 
always 
looking for
 new 
enthusiastic  
workers to 
loin
 our team Apply 
at 
2831  Meridian Ave 
or
 call 265-
7130
 for 
appointment  
FRESHMAN SOPHMORE
  Clerk rye. 
ist Type 
40
 WPM WrIlow 
Glen 
area.  12.20 hours
 per week 
Good  
for 
prapharrnacy
 maior 
Cali
 for 
end 266-8281 
FUNERAL  HOME 
ATTENDANT  An-
swering 
telephone  evenings
 Oc. 
cashed!i  weekend 
work Please 
.11 Mr 
McGree  al 379-5010 
HELP
 YOURSELF" 
To  great lob 
that
 
will leech
 you skills in 
business 
communications 
Flexible eve-
ning hours
 
Pay-SS-610 hour de-
pending on your 
performance
 
Coll 
924.1129
 
KAY
 JEWELERS 
in EASTRIDGE 
has 
part 
bmo
 positions 
open Flexible 
les 
paid  hourly commission 
Sales elperlece 
preferred but 
nol
 necessary 
FOP Call 274-
;3247
 
ORIENTATION STAFF 
POSITIONS  
for 
August 88'
 New stipend 
p.k.pie
 
1.15, Applications avolleble
 in Stu 
dent 
Activities
 Old Cafeteria
 
Bldg Apply 
by
 February 26th 
PART-TIME
 CHILDCARE 
POSITIONS 
e vadable immediately 
45-58  Or 
Northern California Nannies. 14151 
949-2933 
PT
 FT POSITIONS in repro firm. will 
train Excellent for students 
flail
 
t ie
 les Days, ay.. 
vends Call 
John
 at 744-1244 
SECURITY 
OFFICERS  PROCESS 
SERVERS. FT PT security
 011 
cora all
 shit. FT PT 
evening
 
process 
.rvers  We will nen 
Apply In person
 Mon -Fri RAM-
4PM 290 Meridian A. S J 
. 2 8 6 5 8 0 0
 
SECURITY  RECEPTION all shifts 
did 
65.$6 hr to start Full 
benefits  no 
e xperience needed Apply VAN 
GUARD SECURITY, 3212 Scott 
Blvd between Olean
 
& San To-
r., Santa Clara Call 727.9793 
SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK open-
ing at Vielan Image Tube Division
 
Requires 2 yrs experience in 
stores. ship roc or sooty plus 
ability ft el 50 lbs, 
fork  litt
 
0e11111 
cabs and California driver's IT 
cen. Must be U S Mee Cali 
415-493-1800..1 445 
STEEL BUILDING DEALERSHIP with 
meteor manufecturerSal.  
& 
Engi 
needing  support Starter 
ads fur-
nished Some aaaaa tain. Call 
(303) 
759-3200-E xt 2401 
Wedg 
Cor Acceptance
 Corp IWO E 
Hampden.  Denver,  Co 80224 
TELEMARKETING
 SALES" Walking 
distance to campus 
Comfortable  
surroundings
 Choose your own 
hours Advancement opportuni,
 
ties Call Ernie 
PM  only at 998. 
4526 
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE 
DIVISION
 has
 
lull time 
openings
 to, 
aUlOrnahad 
VAC
 EOPMT OPRS 
on swing 
shill. gr aaaaa rd
 
A weekend shift 
IF 
S.S.41)  9AM to 7 30 
PM) Phys-
ics, electronic or MOChanIcal
 
orient/110n 
and U S citizen re-
quired
 Call 
415-493-1800.
 eel 
445 
WANTED
 FEMALE
 DRIVER
 to 
operate
 
wheelchair
 lift van
 for 
disabled
 
young  woman
 4 hours.
 1,2 eves 
 week 
Good pay.
 call 
265-8330   
HOUSING
 
AFFORDABLE  2 
BEDROOM
 I BATH" 
Carport 
walk  to campus 
no pets 
6595 mo Call 
224.3939  286-8840
 
Licensed
 agent 
CLOSE
 TO 
CAMPUS
 1 
bedroom
 1 
bath off 
street parking.
 5475 Call 
224-3939  
286.8840
 
licensed 
agent 
EARN 
WHILE YOU
 LEARN.
 Fine mo-
bile 
home
 eternal'.
 lo apt hm 
rentsi  Call 
Ernie  at 371-1664
 or 
249-5100
 
FURNISHED  
RU 
for rent 
near IBM 
KItchn 
privl  5300 
rno util 
Inc'  
5100  deposit 
Call 2111,0789
 
LIGHT
 AIRY
 OFFICES
 for 
rent.  48 5 
7th 
St
 1 2 blk 
Inn 
SJSU
 OR 
al 
prk avail 
now  243-1719
 354.8917
 
PERSONALS
 
ELECTROLYSIS
 
CLINIC."
 UN-
WANTED
 
HAIR 
removed  
forever
 
Confklential
 335 S 
Haywood  
Ave San 
J.e. call 247.7486
 for 
appointment  
FREE KISS AT SPARTAN 
BOOKSTORE on February 2915 
isseu-
SAMMY STONE
 AGE PARTY."I'  FRI 
DAY al 9 PM. 
567S
 flth ST FRED 
and WILMA will be there". 
SERVICES
 
BACKACHE'', 
FREE treatment as 
part of  research propect If you 
have had low back 
pain
 for more 
than 6 
months end 
ere  20-55 
years old pl.. 
call
 Palmer Col, 
lege of Chiropractic -West
 al (408) 
244-8907.. tenidon 401
 
BARE IT Al I ' Stop 
having.
 
wesing 
tweezing or oiling 
chemical depth 
tones
 
Id 
rme
 permanently 
re-
move
 your unwonted hair (chin.  
bikini, tummy 
moustache. etc) 
ISTe discount to students and fac-
ulty Call before
 May 
It 1988 
and 
get your first appt at I 2 
price  
Unwanted Hair Disappears 
Will. 
My Care Gwen Cheigren R E 
559.3500 1645 S Bascom C 
Hair Today 
Gone Tomorrow 
EYECARE AT 
SUNRISE
 EYEWEAR 
Frame 
and lenses from 537'
 Or 
Christopher  Cabrera 0 D Quality  
and fast service al extremely low 
price Complete aye exert) Includ-
ing
 glaucoma check rompiere 
contact len. service for Family 
Fashion 
frames and sunglasses 
by the leading designers 
Super 
thin looses for high power R. 
Open
 7 days  w.k Insurance 
and Medical are warmly veal
-
corned SJSU students 8 staff al 
ways have We off Call tor appt 
now.' 405 E 
Santa
 Clara
 St at 
9th call 995-0488 We speak Viet 
name.  Spanish & 
Chi.. 
MATH -PHONE Math
 problems 
solved. tutoring by phone al any 
level Sessions 1 4 to 1 hour Call 
r415)
 
7964497
 
PHOTOGRAPHIC
 MEMORIES' Let me 
capture
 your wedding memories 
with 
quality  photos for less. Bud 
gel and deluxe packages from 
5299 You keep Me 
negatives  Call 
Cherie al 274.8099 
PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by 
Desir. Michel formerly of 
KSJS
 
You ve gob the party we ye got 
the music' Mk hel Productions 
provides  wide variety of music 
for your 
wedding,  party or dance 
et reasonable rates Call Dead. 
or Phil
 
.1 248.2120 
or
 922.7359 
WORD PROCESSING TO FIT your 
needs
 Fast and reliable Low 
rates Call
 10.11.
 alter 2 30 PM or 
(415)967.7611 
Bloom
 
County  
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Classified 
WRITING
 RESEARCH SERVICES 
Academic thesis assistance 
Ghostwriting All subiects Ouel-
111011
 wrier% Resumes 
Flewrit
 
rng Catalog Berkeley 14 151
 841 
5036 
TYPING 
AAAAACCURACY ACHIEVEMENT
 
ACCOUNTABILITY ACKNOWL 
EDGEABLE in typing that stops 
Trust TONY 296-2087 Thanks 
51 50 per page double spaced 
Available seven days 
weakly
 
Quick turnaround
 All work guar. 
anteed 
Thanks  
A A-1 SECRETARY with computer 
Close  to school 
Available  night 
and day Rush lobs are my 
speci  
elity 
Call Pam 
at 1406) 
225-
5025 
225.9009  
ABSTRACT WE nr NOT -letter quality
 
.curacy  
guaranteed  Academic 
typing our speciality Erse
 prow' 
fine disk
 storage Reason.. 
We re last dependable 
grammar 
wise college
 grads So call us 
0110 papers 
reports
 theses (es, 
pecially  science) etc al 251-0449
 
APS FORMAT term paper thesis wel-
comed 10 
years typing word
 pro -
tensing experience  Letter quelity
 
printing Very competitive rates 
Students r.eove  dicount with 
ID Access 
Data -281.4982 ask
 for
 
Tere.  
CALL LINDA 
TODAY" Avoid I. rush' 
Reserve
 now for your 
term
 pa 
pers.  group protects
 
has..
 etc 
Prot.sional
 word processing 
free disk storage Ouick return 
all 
work
 guaranteed  Cassette Ire 
scription
 available 
Almaden
 
Branham area 
7 days we. Call 
264.4504 
DO IT 
WRITE'
 Word processing
 10 
years ...etc* 
resumes
 lat.
 
Nes 
mailing
 lists
 
boo. articles
 
Proofreading,  aderng 
evadable 
Reasonable rates Call Anne 5.-
6539 IS.
 
Jos.)
 
ENTERPRISE
 WORD 
PROCESSING  
Thesis specialists
 Also lam pa-
pers  rneuscripts 
screenplays  
resumes
 repetitive
 eters tran 
.ription 
Free SPELCHEK copy 
edit do. storage Quick 
turn-
around Son. Clara Call 246-
5825 
EVERGREEN  
WORDPROCESSING
 
Term 
peplos  SI 75 p dbl sp and 
proofed Small
 business letters
 
mailing 
lists, llyer 
newsletters  
instructor 
prowls 
welcome
 
Ousitty gusrenteed 
On campus 
pickup 
delivery Call 1408) 274. 
3664 
Ilea  
ve
 
message(
 
EXPERIENCED 
SECRETARY  
tor 
your  
academic business
 legal word 
processing
 needs Term 
papers 
reports resumes letters
 group 
proiects manuals 
theses  etc All 
academic
 formals APA
 Free 
disk storage 
SPELCHEK
 punc 
tuation 
grammar assistance
 All 
work 
guaranteed
 For that proles. 
sm.] quick 8 dependable worry
-
free service
 at Its best with 
AF
 
FORDABLE RATES,
 call PAM at 
247,2661
 ISenla Clara) STUDENT 
8 FACULTY DISCOUNTS' 
GOOD
 
TYPIST. Reasonable 
rates 
Call  Eve al 2514285  or 272.5033 
Will
 pick-up
 and 
deliver
 
ASERJET
 OUTPUT 
Years of 
caper,  
enc.
 
serving
 SJSU faculty and 
students  All won. 
guaranteed
 
Specializing
 rn word perfect and
 
word Call P.1 at 923-2309 
LUGO 
EDITORIAL 
SERVICE
 
Typing  
wnling 
assistance 
editing
 typing 
of reports 
th.es  etc 
Laser
 
printer Affordable accurate 
de-
pendable
 
Only 12 
mrnutes
 fro 
campus
 Pickup 
vailabie  Sally at 
251.4665 
NEED 
HELP,"
 Coll S 0 S E 
leper.
 
enced  
prolesnional
 lyping 
wry -
ice for
 term papers group 
pro -
0.1s. and iv..
 reports Resumes
 
and cover 
letters
 Fr. 
spelling
 
check Letter 
<welds
 printers 
Competitive  rates 735-8845 (Sue)  
5unnyvale
 
RESUMES 
TYPING WRITING 
Bay 
area s 
 I service 40 years ewe-
nece
 Career 
Consultations
 
Seminars  
All tob ar. Career 
Canter,  
243-4070
 
SUCCESS  
ENTERPRISE."
 
Probes-
sq.! Typng
 busin.s 
ices
 Feat. ninisonable
 a 
new
 the 
university
 Call 
792 
OW
 
TERM 
PAPERS BY 
MAIL"
 
We take 
your draft 
all & 
type
 
you party 
get 
down
 Laser 
output  & spell 
proofed
 Call Dinat 
Pubs  at 945-
3941.
 977.7999 
beeper
 
I TONG'. REASONABLE RATES.. 
Call
 
PATTI  
a' 1408) 
246-5633 
Santa
 Clara area 
WORDPROCESSING
 REPORTS
 101. 
ler, resumes manusrnpla
 legal
 
(doling  
ava,lable 
Have
 two de-
gr.s Reasonable
 rates 
Call 578-
,329 
WORD PROCESSING 
tern, papers 
reports
 
lagers
 
resumes  etc 
Elie&
 guslity 
quid. 
1ornaround
 
Call 
us
 and 
compare
 
Fremont
 
415-657-2943 
Ad 
Rates  
Minimum three lines on 
one day 
One 
Two 
Day  Days 
3 Lines 
$355 
$435 
4 Lines
 
$435
 
$515
 
Stings 
$515
 $600 
Lines 
$595
 $680 
Three 
Days 
$4 75 
$5 
55 
$6 
35 
$7 15 
I act) 
Addittonal Line Add $ 80 
Four  
Days 
$500 
$580 
$660
 
$7 40 
Five
 
Days 
$5 
20 
$600 
$680
 
$760 
Each
 
Extra 
Day 
$ 90 
$1 
05
 
$1 20 
$1 35 
Semester
 
Rates  
(All
 Issues)
 
5-9 
Lines  
$46.00  
10-14  
Lines
 
$63.00
 
15 
Plus 
Lines
 
580.00  
Phone: 
924-3277
 
Circle a Classification: 
Announcements
 Help 
Wanted
 
Automotive Housing
 
Computers  Lost and Found  
For Sale 
Personals  
Services 
Stereo 
Travel
 
Typing 
Print Your 
Ad Here 
(Count 
approximately
 30 letters and 
spaces
 
for ea)
-h
 hoe) 
11111111/11111IIIIIIIIIIIII.
 
I i 
ill11111111111111111
 
II 
IIIIIIIII
 
Print 
Name
 
Address 
City & 
State  
Inclosed  
is S 
I I 
1 1 1 
1 I
 
1111 I 
I 
Phrilli 
110 
Lines 
SEND 
CHECK,  
MONEY 
ORDER 
OR 
CASH
 To 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY  
CLASSIFIEDS
 
San 
Jose 
State  
University
 
San
 Jose  
California
 
95192  
Classified
 Desk Located
 Oviedo 
084110e
 
 Deadline 
Two days 
prior  to 
poblicatior
 
 
Consecutive  
publication
 dates only 
 No refunds on 
cancelled  ads 
.4 
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19, 
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Building:
 
Repairs
 
needed
 
1,1111/1iNt  
old 
The 
"hie 
esticoanc
 
y   lin
 most
 
buildings
 is 
improsimated  
at 
50
 
years.
 Maintenance
 tends
 
to 
increase
 
ith each 
year.  the 
report
 
stated
 
Compared
 
to the lobos,
 the led-
eral
 
go%  
ernment
 
has  cut capital 
stip
 
port
 hy 87 
percent.
 Iti 
19(.7.  
lederal
 
programs
 
helped  
finance
 
initial 
con  
',unction  
and 
equipment
 
at.141111111,11  
1) 
SI
 I 
1111111111
 
In 
Ig7s.  dus.uppini 
dropped to SI-1.4 million. the 
report
 
stated 
As times
 
change.  so 
do
 
binidim!
 
codes and 
how  
Mc lac
 Miles ate 
used 
newectet1
 
ependitures.
 
such
 as 
handicap
 
the 
problems w ith 
asbestos
 and the in-
troduction
 ot 
microcomputers  
that 
require e 
tia power
 and 
an 
:omit -
mining ale all 
t.11:1111\
 011 the .11teati 
tight 
um ets0
 
budget
 
1,'":1111'es
 
IIoe
 
been
 
appnecti
 
ano tinkled loi
 rehabilitation include 
1/ 
ight 
Bente'  
w 
Inch is cm -
rend 
plagued
 with asbestos and 
structui al piohleins. and 
the old 
ence Building. which 
necd  a num-
ol 
impioements
 
The 
east ing ol 
1)wight
 lientel 
Hall 
has 
heen
 
closed
 
since
 
spring  
19/iti %kite!)
 
ashestos  Nas
 lound in the 
ceiling 
I he west wing. 
not
 atteeted
 
h the asheshe.
 
iill 
heing 
used 
hut the ceiling. ore 
emered  .% ith  
sheets
 01 
plywood
 to keep the 
ceiling 
from collapsing. 
Repairs
 .liould  
begin in eight or nine 
Month..
 
lig 
.1,1\ 
Vie old Seience I n 
cheed since 
I 
,nit I. 
The !actin,. 
didn't meet building  
codes  
or earth 
quake salet codes so it 
was  
closed
 
lot reno
 anon I mei. when design
 
ers
 went
 in to 
diaw.  up a renal' plan. 
the 
building Vtas
 
also
 labeled ,iN
 .1 
Ille 
11,1/.11'd  
Iht heell II 
1111//ed 
to take 
caie  
ot this 
w Inch Was 
once  
threatened
 %kith 
total
 
destruction. 
Rein
 
odium 
should 
hegin within the 
said liarhaia 
desigII
 
antl 
construction
 man 
ager. 
In terms 
(tithe proee.. ol planning 
'The law says 
that if 
you go into a 
building and
 
rehabilitate  it, over 
a 
certain
 
percentage,  
then  
you
 must 
bring 
it up to 
(the 
existing)
 
code.'
 
J. 
Handal  
Evans,  
executive vice 
president
 
and 
approdl
 
that
 
occurs
 beton: :111 
renmation "the old Science 
mg is about a year ahead 
of 1)%sight 
Hemel lid I." Huta said. 
Sato%
 codes. 
%%Inch 
are  set by 
the 
International
 
Conterence
 ot 
Building
 
( 
trom  year 
to
 
ear 
in \ 
mg
 degrees
 Ftie 
are 
updated  
eer
 three 
years 
These 
cock.. 
are 
:mottle,
 
aspect
 of 
the 
profileni.  
she 
said 
Fsectitie 
Vice President  
1 
Handal F.% ;ins explains. "The law 
say 
s 
that
 
it
 you go 
into
 a 
building 
and rehabilitate it, over a certain per-
.entage. then you must tiring it tm to 
,the
 esisting ) 
In other %%obis. if a lacility built in 
19 -lb needs repair. in then it 
must meet the II/S8 Uniform Build-
ing
 
Codes
 
chootinii.
 in his 
report
 
conlusion.  
immediate action in the as-
ol the lacila ie. and a work-
ahle Imam. plan that can begin 
iod.o 
I.% ans. also
 lrustrated. 
sums 
up
 
ilte summon
 \I% e 
lhoe a long 
w:o 
io he said "IM er epen-
endeawi. and 
we don't
 liae 
any twirling to clo e hae to pull 
it oin 
oi 
what  w 
e'k  
,20t 
Hawaii:  
Trip  
still  on
 
/ I 
t1111/11lee
 
illt 
Cahle  ieneged 
oil the oral 
contiact." said \ S Vice l'reident 
1,Cartlo 
He 
111
 
NO
 
said
 carl 
this month." I he trip was intended 
tor 
two
 " 
was 
a 
mistuidersiaihliii."'
 
k.olor
 "But its 
OK
 
S 
President \lichael 
min 
that (lin Cable 
gae  the 
Homecoming
 Committce  
'55.51111
 
That mimes
 
ssits  intended 
to
 cover 
the tiasi.aii trip as %,..11 as 
iithcr 
Homecoming
 items But the 
Home
 
 Committee got \ed tip." 
Ile said 
.t 
%eat 
with  het tiael agent. 
Kalor 
dis,iiered
 
that
 she 
and the 
homecoming 
king had
 only 
a% ailable Iletween them
 tor 
then Ila 
wail trip 'I 
%kit,  \Ilikked. that 
wouldn't  eten p.n. lot hall .1 top." 
 said 
\ 
tter  %%inter
 
break
 "some
 
nig 
gling was done w 
ith  the 
budget'.  that
 
wou'ld 
linance
 the trip 
tor 
two 
tot 
 ot the
 V Ka!, 
lor 
saki
 
I oin Boothe.
 direLtor
 
Caliliii
 
iiia Slate 
tiffelent  Maus. admitted 
k.olor
 had lobbied
 
hard
 loi  
ccr.sotie
 binding "She 
talked
 I 
She 
wanted  two tickets. 
no!
 ma 
one
 
the end 
then. was not eeii 
%on: as 
w 
!tether
 the 
\ S 
would  
tund the enitile. nisi
 an annotiike 
mem that 
it would 
I lie
 
w.e. 
hecause  the IlomeLoin 
ing 
Committee  
was  "like a 
.hild  
\ 
Boothe said Iteside. thek 
had a 1.11 
obligation
 to do it h, 
eall,e It 
Vas all el 
isca 
C1111.111 .11 
' 
%file het..11.1,e 
altk 
Itellt
 ttll 
the hiltleet 
ttlitille it. 
lot
 eenl` 
on
 
a 
hi
 
the o 
moth", 
did hot 
',vine
 a 
%oh:
 
tiiti1.1 omit:
 out a the line 
tied conthigen..  ail 
gen. ttind.' he ...aid 
Yet. on 
an time%Ised 
tamed Iron) lean I etiart 
Weiss
 
I I-0111 rill!. I 
%%hell
 ille 
FRICK  
leSi 
I2, 
 \\ 
\did 
\Ile 
1, 
Cpi.1.11V.
 
lorward
 
spendite2  
das. 
Minneapolis.  
where
 
die and 
Binh'?  
Koh 
used  loe  
Having 
dmen
 emetisoek 
acne.
 
the 
nation.
 
Weiss  
.aid she thinks 
the 
trek 
is 
"an  
intimate
 
,o,  to we 
ow 
country 
liut 
another  
intimation.
 sii, 
is 
that 
she 
"feels
 
good ahot, 
lung 
association
 and 
the 
work
 
oh 
The
 
money
 
raised
 I)) the 
rider.
 
will
 
benefit
 
the  
association's
 
pro  
grams
 
in 
their
 
own
 
counties.  Dona 
lions
 
gi%  
en
 
to 
Weiss
 w 
therefoic
 
go 
to the 
Santa
 
Cm/
 
Alonterey
 
San  
I 
ails ( 
itrell. 
Those  
interested
 
in 
contributing 
to
 
Weiss'
 
tour
 
can 
send
 a 
check,
 
payable
 to 
the
 
American
 
Lung
 
As-
sociation.
 to 
Judith
 
Weiss.  1911 
Kinsley,  
Apt.
 
2.
 
Santa  
Crui.  
CA
 
95062. 
the cootmeeni. 
trind 
11\ 
C1111/1 
 
1 guess it's coining out ol the 
probe. 
Winn  Homecoming).- 
- 
tor said 
ennan  
said 
the 
additional
 
iiectled  tor the trip vomit'
 he 
1,1,111111e1.1
 
s11111ehtM
 
HIC 
1.141:111.1 1,1 
directors
 
can 
do
 
ato thing 
the!. w ant... he said. 
Atter being told that there was no 
money in the contingenc fund 
.7s1c-
1.eitnaii .aid that linc item tran.lers 
Vele olle tti 
the  
option,
 
,t,t,tilable
 
-lie..ause nothing is akailahle in 
the 
Rind probably pull 
the 
money  Rom hogranis  I -vents. 
"I think Iliimecoming went oil 
really well This is 
lust too had.-
lcl .entiaii said 
Matthew E Durham  Daily staff photographer 
Residents discuss 
problems  with 
Housing
 
officials Willie Brown and 
Charlene ('hew 
Ihnisi
 
ng:
 Hears  residents' 
concerns
 
\ nothei 
topic
 
01
 inuch
 
discussion
 
was
 
the use 
01 alcohol
 in the 
hall... 
Many
 
iesidents
 
complained
 about in-
insisien% y in enlorcement  of 
Hous-
ings 
alcohol
 
poky.
 
Mc 
Residence  
Hall 
Handbook  
states  that "no
 
possesaon.
 
transport
 
or 
consumption  ol 
alcoholic bever-
ages
 w ill he 
allowed  
111 public or 
common
 
areas 
Isy any person.
 re-
ol 
According to se eral residents that 
rule is strictly entorced at some 
times hut not at other times. 
"There's inconsistency in 
enforc-
ing the 
rules."  said Alame Rowland. 
a 
freshman  majoring in journalism 
"I'm not saying 
we
 should live in a 
military camp. 
Ism I think we should
 
know
 what
 to epect .  
Another
 resident said 
that students 
looking
 for more 
lenient alcohol pol-
icies
 are not sensitive to 
the 
rights (it 
non-drinkers. 
"From 
my 
perspecike
 as 
some -
Farley: 
Matches
 
profile  
/ 
fon/
 itttet / 
These ee111, trigger the 
murder.-  the prolessor 
explained.
 
"but they don't cause on." 
Rustigan  
.aid 111;1.. 
murderers
 
11.1%e a "iremendott. amount  of 
ego -
lean" which leads 
to lull scali. fan-
tasy
 
lies.  
Among
 
riinianth.
 
obsessoe..
 the
 
prole.sor
 
said. "there's almost an 
altitude 
that 1 \%111 
maki: her  love
 
me  11 they can't he success -
ltd. they vi ill plot and plan and 
ure inn Vttt 
tel he ictor...'' 
According to the San Fose Mer-
cury 
New s. %ictory
 for Farley meant
 
011,V.111.e tIllti
 other ES1. em-
ployees that lie "wasn't a v. imp. 
Rustigan said that mass murderers 
take normal feelings to violent ex-
tremes
 And 
while he helloes 
most
 
people 
have
 support groups 
to
 
deal
 
v. 
lilt  
these  feelings. iihsessioe people 
do 
nil
 
-They go in a downward
 spin.  
he cvplamed Iliey become more 
and 
paranoid.
 
intield
 Salisbury 
j 
GIVE 
YOURSELF  SOME CREDIT 
And Help 
High 
School
 Students Earn Theirs! 
Earn
 1-3 Units
 of 
Credit  as a 
Tutor* 
See 
Project
 
Upward
 Bound 
WLC 
#219 
924-2567/924-2570
 
*Tutor 
college
-bound 
students  
once 
weekly!  On 
campus!
 
ffil:tit444.4kin.
 
75-1-
 t.
-40,,M
 110
 11. 
gfir1:
 
 
111.71:. 
L 
-C16114eilA 
IA*1)1 
1Hi 
.1 
RECRUIT 
U.S.A.,  INC. 
(800) 
325-9759  
CITICO&P
 PLAZA, 725 S. 
FIGUEROA
 ST., SUITE 
3100 
LOS At'sELES, CA 
90017  AI
 
PHONE:
 (213) 
955-4900  
, . 
O' r 
..kott 
Olt f-
se 0 
 
prolessoi
 
S.ISL 
.  helices
 
that 
1,,  
mantic. 
obsession  may. 
he
 a yia) ol 
compensating  for this 
paranoia  and 
lack
 
of 
outside
 support. 
"Falling
 is lo% e 
is the 
kind  
of spe-
cial
 esperience 
%%here  there's an 
e-
plo.ion
 
oi
 
leelings.- he said. 
"It's  
all an 
illusion
 based protection."  
As 
children.  
Salisbury
 
said. 
psy-
chotic types
 
repress
 
their
 
feminine  
sides. -ro compensate  
tor  this 
repres-
sion. 
they  project certain 
feelings  
and  qualities  
on the women
 they.
 pur-
sue. he added. 
In the case 
in Farley and 
Black.
 
the 
prolessor  helie%es that by her 
"manner.
 
looks
 
and personality she 
triggered
 his 
protection  of 
a feminine 
savior.
onc ho's 
sober. its ically 
unplea-
sant to come home 
and 
we 
someone  
staggering
 down
 the hall drunk with 
heer in their 
hand."  said Laurel 
Wilson.  a junior
 majoring in 
liberal 
studies 
Derenii said afterwards that she 
thought the meeting had an "evcel-
lent turn out.' 
. 
We're  hoping that v..e can
 orga-
MA! a 
series  
of these meetings
 in MI-
letent  halls.- +aid 
Yon Shau. ad-
viser in 'Moulder
 and organiier
 of the 
meeting. 
Mike Rustigan 
pt./. 
I MIK,'
 I 
service
 
projects.
 
Halter
 
says the
 board 
encourages
 
students  
to 
post 
comments
 
or im-
provements
 
they 
believe
 the 
library' 
v,ould
 
benefit
 
from.
 "We 
know
 
when  
things
 have
 
to 
he
 done 
now."  
she said. 
''Flefore. (students)
 left a inessage 
and 
they
 
didn't
 
know 
it it was re-
ponded
 to and others 
didn't  know if 
sphreoh,aleidnif
 
was 
being  worked  
One 
of
 the main 
reasons
 
why  the 
hoard is there is to let students. fac-
ulty and
 staff knov. thin "if they sug-
gest 
something.  it lust 
doesn't  disap-
pear...  she 
said. 
Halter  said 
when
 
the 
hoard first 
appeared  a 
student 
suggested
 that 
there
 he a 
fee and a 
limit set
 up to 
use the 
Macintosh
 
computers
 
on
 the 
second
 
floor
 so e%eryone 
could get a 
chance 
to use it. 
Now  there 
is a 25 
cent fee for all 
materials
 
printed  and 
a two-hour 
time limit. 
Michael  
Green.  
an
 
administration  
of justice graduate student.
 
believes
 
the hoard is positive. 
"I think a lot
 of students 
lust walk 
hy 
ithout noticing 
it. It 
should he 
publictied
 more. lei 
people
 
know
 
where
 is,- he said 
Green says that 
he
 hasn't used the 
hoard. hut "in the event
 that there is 
some
 need.
 I 
would  use it." 
Halter believes the 
hoard is her 
link 
with
 the 
students 
since 
she
 isn't 
able to deal with them
 on a one-on-
one
 
basis.
 She 
say  s 
this method 
has 
brought a 
more
 constant response 
and 
more
 in 
a 
direct 
leedhaek.  
Halter 
said 
there are 
going to 
he 
times
 when she can't 
allsV.
 
Cr
 their 
problems. "such a. 
ol ventila-
tion. !Join ha% e it in my power. -
Halter say s many 01 the letters are 
used when she puts in request for 
building improyemems.
 
Halter 
believes that many of the 
suggestions are a venting of agres-
sion.
 Flut the majority have heen put 
into 
use. 
Halter
 said 
the  biggest
 issue is 
noise. 
hut she did 
not  
elaborate
 on 
pwr1,1,:hitietihne 
library 
does to 
handle 
the 
Halter said
 the only problems  
she's
 had IA ith the 
board are 
people  
srippopacien.g 
the letters off 
the  hoard. be-
cause they are angry 
or
 just need the 
Halter said 
she is looking 
forward 
to the time 
when they can
 hae an 
on-line 
catalogue
 "v, here 
students  
can type in 
there  suggestions and we 
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